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SCHOONER IS
DRIVEN ON

yesterday on the Coast lines between
Adamanda aBd Winslow, Ariaona, completely tielng up traffic on this part of
the system.
As a result of this latest washout
yesterday afternoon's No. 2 did not
reach. Las Vegas until 8:40 o'clock
this morning. No. 4, due last night,
went east at 11:30 this morning, and
today.'

vv-- i

No. 8

Tent east at

1:50.

ROCKS.

AUGUST

TUESDAY.

TO AVOID

SUE FOR

RUMPUS

PEACE

No.

was also late, Delng held at Albuquerque and running east from there
on No. 2's time today, No. 2 being reported Indefinitely late.
It Is hoped to have traffic half way
restored to schedule by tomorrov,
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LEADERS OF
CONGRESS FAVOR COMPLETE
HARMONY
TRANS-MISSISSIPP-

ALE ON LONG ISLAND COAST
PRISON WARDEN MAKES
TOSSES VESSEL ABOUT UKE
A TIMELY SUGGESTION
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other brothers, Jamei F. and William
La Rue, the deceased giving as his
reason for cutting them off, that they
had not acted towards him Ini life
as brothers. To another brother, Ira
L Rue, nothing, either, is If ft, and
the dead brother gives as his reason
for this, that said brother has plenty
of this world's goods.
Edward M. La Rue, Mrs. Margaret
Andradie and John A. Ross, the lat
ter of this city, are named as execut- tors of the will, which bears date of
December 6, 1906
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SWELTERS
IN HEAT

'

ONLY TWO PARDONS
ARE RECOMMENDED

TODAY PROBABLY HOTTEST DAY
IN MISSOURI, OKLAHOMA
Its recent ses
AND KANSAS

THE

The parole board, at
sion at Santa Fe, recommended to
Governor Curry pardons for Wullam
FIRST SESSION OPENS CEKEEAL WANTS TO QUIT E. Mauler, serving for forgery, and FEOSTEATIOXS Nil LIE ECUS
Howard Ringo, serving for receiving
stolen property, thB former from
LAVO MARINA, m CHARGE OF ARMY AT Chaves county and the latter from REPORTS OF THESE POUR INTO
HOSTILITIES
PROBABLE
KANSAS CITY FROM MANY
MEL1LLA, IS FEIGNING
ASIDE FOR TIME BEING
Eddy county, and these have beea
Oswere
refused
Pardons
CITIES AND TOWNS
granted.
SICKNESS
AT LEAST
car Hambert, who is serving eighteen
months for assault with deadly weap
EEAVY
on, and Kinch Mullens, in ror me iot CEATI!
SPEAKERS LAUD THE WEST GAHS1S0N IS CUT-OF- F
Chaves
counhr.
murder, from
MOORS

Seattle, Aug. 17. Governor Albert
Gilchrist, of Florida, was the most
notable speaker before the American
Prison association this morning, lit
AFTER AN ALL NIGHT EFFORT delivered an address on "Prison
la the South." He was followTHEY FINALLY LAUNCH BOAT
Warden F. O. Hellstrom, of
ed
toy
AND TAKE OFF CREW
the North Dakota state penitentiary,
who said In part:
'''If a man be convicted of a crime,
LOST
ARE
NO 1IYES
serves a term In prison and no steps
aTe taken to effect reform or cure, a
MASSING "BILLY" MICK SOJOURNING
AT NORFOLK, NEB, THREE SUCKABYLE TRIBESMEN
FLOOR OTCDl-VENTiOATTEMPTS TO greater crime is perpetrated against FEELING IS THAT
HEROIC SAfcLOR
CUMBRELIEF NOW IN
FORCES FOR ATTACK ON
IN LA JUNTA YESTERDAY
IS NO PLACE FOR
CARRY LINE ASHORE AND IS
society :fhan the crime of this' indi- )
SIGHT
STRICKEN --CITY
ROW
victual.
Any
prison management
SWEPT OUT TO SEA
A man by the name of Herman
'"""
which forgets justice and humanity
Schmidt, who returned to the city
cannot Justify 9ts existence.'"
Missouri,
Kansas City, Aug. 17.
Park, Ang. 17. A correspondent' at from the north last evening, reports
Denver, Aug. 17. All minor hostili.New York,. Aug. 17. An easterly
be- Melilla states that Spain has opened
suftime
the
are
for
Oklahoma
were
laid
and
aside
Kansas
today
ties
seen "Billy" Mick, the forger
gale, which piled the surf high on the WOMAN EDITOR FINDS
with the Moors havlDg
first
real
the
when
negotiations
peace
this
what
of
morning
intense
heat
ing
from
the
ooa-aIn
La
and absconder,
of Lng Island, drove
Junta, Colo., yes fering
southern
MARRIAGE A FAILURE ftesBion of the
Com- and that General Marina, not wishing
However, up to late this af promibes to be the hottest day in the
the schooner Arlington of Boston
terday.
fofv
the
assume
the
responsibility
mercial congress was called to order to
shore this morning. The decks were
ternoon; the sheriff's office, which has history of these states. Men and
This morning In chambers, Chief
Col. Ike T. Pry or, of San Antonio, projected Spanish advance, has ask the
by
crew
seas
and
the
the
I Justice
apprehension of Miclo in hand, beasts are suffering fearfully and early
heavy
swept by
William J. Mills issued
di
of
comed for his recalTon the grounds
chairman of the executive
had not succeeded In getting this
,of eight took refuge on the 'bowsprit vorce decree in the following case: Texas,
of prostrations be-illness.
.
close to the badly Wanted check man In the day reports
The liong Beau 31fe saving crew Lou ma CI ver vs. E. B. Cliver. case mittee.
Assault
Final
for
a
from
and
of
welcome
many .cities and
to
Addresses
Preparing
glowing
pour
gan
tried in vain to shoot a line over the No g35 Unhm com)ty The partie8
from ipulator.
were given by
these states.
Madrid,
Aug. 17. Advices
towns
in
to
west
the
tributes
i.v
""""""
wtec
concerned in the suit were married at
Hon. Penon de la Gomera, on the Moroc FORMER BUSINESS MAN'S
Thousands elfpt out of doors in
chance to jaunca tne me Doais. wne .Terre Haute, Indiana, on Nov. 17 Governor Shafroth, of Colorado,
moors nave cui
tne
can
state
and
of
W.
Kansas
John
coast,
Denver,
City last night. Topeka. is al
Springer,
CITY
TO
WIDOW
RETURNS
crew
schooner
of
the
of tpe
attempt 1897, and lived together until Nov. 10,
isolated
the
and
Den
wires
A.
W.
from the intense heat.
of
the
so
Rucker,
telegraph
suffering
ed to carry a line ashore on a raft, 1901, when on account of alleged Congressman
made by the earrison there. Bombarding at Go
were
ver.
Neb., reports three
while
Norfolk,
Responses
of
widow
the
direcIn
sea
the
to
Mrs.
Katherine
Smith,
but was swept out
drunkenness on the part of fhe de- governors of a number of western mera is constant, with heavy casual
heat
from
deaths
prostrations in the
tion of Sandy Hook. After
late J. R. Smith of Las Vegas roller
long fendant, the plaintiff left him, shortly
Moors. The Kabyle
hours.
the
twenty-fou- r
ties
states.
among
(
room
past
a
in
at
Is
savers
succeeded
mills.
present occupying
wait fhe life
afterwards coming to New Mexico.
Interest in the conservation discus tribesmen are mobilizing near Ainu In the new Trader residence, though While these are tie only deaths relaunching a life boat and rescued sev- The divorce is granted on the grounds
on
to
nrennratorv
mas.
antibelieved that there
marching
sions was revived this morning,
It is her intention 'to establish a ported so far, it is
en men, Including the captain; Mad- of drunkenness and
'
and
Giftord
Hon.
Alia.
deaths in other
"the
been
arrival
have
ih
many
tf
home of her own here and bring the
den Pierstm, the heroic sailor, who the one child, Lawrence enver, is giv- cipating. An
to
is
made
ia
the larger cities
effort
Pinchot.
being
especially
An
places,
Los
from
Smith' children hack
was washed to sea on a life Taft, en to the mother. The plaintiff, Mrs.
of
discussions
Oklahoma
WILL
facional
eliminate
like
the
City, Topeka, Wichita
STRIKEBREAKERS
to carry a toe
while attempting
geles, Cal. Mrs. Smith has employed
'
Cliver, at one time lived In Las Ve Pinchot and Ballinger from the floor
r
and
MILLS
Muskogee.
Rock-awa- y
CAR
look
to
STEEL
OPERATE
Attorney David J. Leahy
asnore, was later picked np at
gas, but she now resides In Clayton of the convention. Several delegates
106
Arkansas
at
estate
matters.
City
'
alive.
her
than
more
after
dead
I
beach,
where she is one of the proprietors of of
Arkansas City, Kas., Aug. 17. At
impatient temperament show a
Pittsburg, Aug. 1?. At the plant of
the Cloyton Citizen.
made
wounds
to reopen the
noon
disposition
Car
today
Steel
company
IN
Pressed
CITY
the
today, the thermometer recorded
MEXICO
AMERICANS
TRAIN SCHEDULES STILL
the Spokane congress last week.
106 degrees- in the shade, the hottest
at
ft. was claimed that 2000 new men
FORCE
MILITARY
ORGANIZE
DEMORALIZED
WOEFULLY
POLITICAL FANATIC PAYS
Col. Pryor, who Is a candidate for were now housed in the various de
New Orleans, Aug. 17. Members of day recorded in southern Kansas for
PENALTY FOR MURDER
president of the congress, Is receiv- partments and it Is probable the com the American club in the City of Mex- twenty-fiv- e
years.
Rain Is Predicted
It eema that the Santa Fe railway
ing opposition from the southern Colo- pany will make its first real attempt ico, are forming a military company,
Dhin-agri,
London, Aug. 17. Madarlal
no sooner getaene washout repaired
rado delegates, but it is conceded po- to resume operations today or tomor- which will tender its services to the
Washington, Aug. 17. A special an
the India student and political litics will remain in the background row.
and traffic resumed, than another
strikers
the
of the weather bureau
of
nouncement
families
Many
Mexican government for the protec
at some other point on its eyth fanatic who shot and killed Col. Sir until later In the week.
A score of shots was tion of American residents if neces- states that the intense heat over the
destitute.
are
and Dr.
on William Curzon-Wyli- e
tern. Closely following the tie-u- p
states will be broken
fired at the steamer Steel Queen this sary, according to W.
Parrien, middle-wester- n
was PARAD! S LIVE COYOTE
at
institute,
the
caused
Imperial
Mexico
by
division,
New
the
strikers. The steam who U here, en route east from Mex- tonight by a fall in" temperature, folthe
by
morning
ABOUT THE STREETS er carries the
a cloudburst near Bernalillo on Su- hanged at Pentonvllle prison this
lowed by showers.
employes of the com- ico City.
nday, a disastrous washout occurred morning.
river.
the
across
pany
Considerable excitement was creathis
streets
town
ted on the down
STRENGTH AND ACTIVITY
afternoon by a real, live coyote,
IN BOSTON WOOL MARKET
which was paraded about the streets
Boston, Aug. 17. Strength and ac
tied to the rear of a wagon driven by
of the local wool market, espeLester Sands. H. C. Johnson, at the tivity
ON
In territory stock, continues.
Romerovllle ranch this morning, cap- cially
and
are very heavy
prices
tured the animal alive by roping it, Dealings
firm. Buyers are stocking up as manthree
in
succeeded
had
licking
after it
are moving freely.
Middleboro. Mass.. Aug. 17. Gen pires decided the "Red" army had the
a month ago, when of his dogs, which he called out to ufactured goods
Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena has a trusty. About
blood sells readily at 29 eral Tasker H. Bliss, of the "Red" better of the encounter and the "Blue"
half
Montana
added another feather to his cap as a allowed outside the prison walls to chase the coyote when he noticed
to 30 cents. The movements In Texas army, threw his whole strength forces were declared to have been
first class peace efficer, when late do gome work,' Montoya took advan- prowling about the ranch corral. 12 months' stock Is good ,at 28
against the "Blue" army defense driven back. The engagement was
of this opportunity to get way. Johnson says he will keep the coyote
yesterday afternoon he effected the tage
75 cents cleaned. shortly after noon today and a fierce begun after an artillery duel, after
and
cents
in
grease
esAlthough he was tracked for a con- and make a pet out of him, If that be
capture of Avaristo Montoya an
lambs wool and foreign pro- engagement ensued, in which the urn- - which the Massachusetts state in
Mexico siderable distance by bloodhounds, he possible, as he believes the animal Pulled
New
the
from
convict
caped
are
fantry, composing the outposts of the
duct
eagerly sought.
'
es'
managed to make good his escape fo? will make a great scrapper.
penitentiary at Santa Fe. The
left wing of the blue army, were
When cap
least.
caped prison bird was taken In the the time being at
KNEW WHEN AND WHERE
back by the cavalry column,
driven
tured he was almost starved, having
DEAD ENGINEER LEFT
canon at Los Vallecitos.
of tlie New York cavalry.
BECOME AFFECTIONATE
TO
TO
composed
EXCURSION
out In . the mountains
Deputy Sena received word day be- been hiding
the Essex troops of New Jersey and
ESTATE OF $35,000
fore yesterday that the escaped con- most all of the time, and subsisting
ON FRIDAY A GO
f Good stories are from time to r part of the Tenth cavalry U. S. reguvict had been seen in the vicinity of on wild blackberries. As a result of
time told on darkles,' but The f lars. The war balloon Greylock, be
Los Vallecitos and he at once took his escape, he will now lose hla good
testament
of
the
will
and
The
last
Optic heard one today, that puts f longing to the Blue army, got adrift
The committee having in charge
the trail. However, he failed to get time allowance, and will be compelled
Fe
all others In the shade. The par- - f while the officers were preparing for
Santa
W.
the
late
Kue,
George
sentence.
to
serve
full
his
any trace of him at the place where
the proposed trade excursion to the engineer who died recently In this
an ascent
ties
concerned Are a Laa Vegas
he was reported to have been seen.
mesa lands on Friday is making good city, was admitted,
to
Repulse Attack by Sea
Sam Williams and f
negro
probate
couple,
Deputy Sena then began a systematic
on the fortifications of BosAn
attack
Amanda.
as
faithful
so
old
his
estate
indications
wife,
far
today
the
The
and
progress,
yesterday.
POSTMASTER GENERAL TO
search In the vicinity of Los ValleCer- harbor
to
ton
Is
went
A
week
Sam
will
the
today by the "Red" army
from
ascertained
could
ago
be
a
will
f
be
IN
excursion
MEXICO
NEW
big
HUNT
the
were that
citos for his man and was rewarded
was
invasion
of
mines
the
work
in
to
seek
gallantly and successvalued at about $35,000.
f rillos,
4 success.
after, several hours by suddenly comin
the
succeeded
getwere
there.
That
he
attacking force berepulsed,
fully
differences
perThat
f
17.
Postfamily
f George A. Fleming, who is ciuei
Washington, Aug.
ing upon him in VaTiecitos canyon,
learnwas
do
annihilated,
to
west
according to
ing totally
f ting something
master General Hitchcock goes"-- f booster of the project, reported toaay haps responsible for Rue coming
where he had sought refuge behind a
force
The
wrote
the
letter
Is
he
a
made
in
attacking
so
umpires.
ed
and
years
many
yesterday
remaining
on an extended hunting and fish- f that the various automobile owners' of
large boulder. Montoya at first showconsisted of 200 men from Forts Tot-te- n
Amanda
Amanda.
to
the
from
extracts
his
taken
wife,
from
evident
ofNew
Arizona
front
Mexico,
by
ing trip in
the city had come to the
ed fight, but when the officer drew
and Hamilton. The defenders'
main provisions of the will, which f could not read the letter and
and Texas this fall. In company
down upon him with his Winchester,
fering their machines for that day to
was 18, estimated. The engageloss
to
a
friend
to
from
took
brothers
his
oft
it
two
of
cute
decipher.
any
Anmesa
Col.
Cecil Lyon, of San
with
take the merchants out to the
he changed his mind and surrendered.
occurred at Nahant, where the
ment
like
letter
read
The
the
in
something
pro
tonio, and Ralph Cameron, the
and back, and while all of them had participation, whatever
Sena brought his prisoner to this
force landed at 1 o'clock
attacking
sole
is
this:
which
left
of
his
ceeds
estate,
Arinot been Been, every one who had.
delegate In congress from
city, placed him In the county jail for
this
a
morning.
here
f "Amanda: I'se got job
ly to his sister.
safekeeping over night, and .this after- f zona, Mr. Hitchcock will make a f had generously consented to donate
what pays $4 a day. I got you
All the estate, real, personal and
horseback trip across f the use of his car on that day.
noon on train No. 1 he left for tianta
THREE MORE EARTHQUAKE
Anall a job washin', DE.VR. It pays
to
Mrs.
is
left
4- money,
Margaret:
for
Arizona.
the
of
big
the White Mountains
The arrangements
Fe, to turn Montoya over to the peni'
2 a day.
SHOCKS AT ACAPULCO
who
resides
widowed
a
sister,
dradie,
and
elaborate
will
leave
are
The
barbecue
f
Holbrook,
very
and
party
incidentally
tentiary authorities
"SAM."
u.i
4
the
N.
with
in
Y.,
express
W
Brooklyn,
anfl
everyone who makes the trip,
claim a standing reward of $25 offer- f Ariz., the first week of Septem'
Mexico City Aug. 17. A delayed.
It will be noted that Sam did
now looks as if tnore will want to go proviso that this sister look well and
ed for the capture and return of esber, and will work their way over
on
his
affection
from Acapulco says tlwe
waste
of
not
needs
the
the
after
any
dispatch
aged
the trails to Silver City, N. M.,
than can be accommodated, will be carefully
,
caped convicts.
smart
4
severe
was
shocks were ta
he
but
her
deceased
of
the
Amanda,
mother
earthquake
during
and
; treated
to a genuine
hunting grizzlies, panthers
Montoya was sent to the penitenor
ocean droppei
in
"dear"
The
there
to
that
4
case
of
f
In
the
just
yesterday.
get
enough
Iwbo wolves. ,In November, Mr. 4 "feed" that is sure to touch the right lifetime.
tiary from Union county six! months
IVU 4 the rlsht
below
level.
far
its
'usual
said
then
of
the
People
decease
place.
)
sister,
a
snot of the worst dyspeptic.
Hitchcock will go to Texas for
ago to serve a term of two and a half
' trust!fetill living in the open, not liav- are
left
to
4
is
estate
in
of
Amanda,,
go
the
happy,
serenely
is
the
'and
day
deer
that
"fishing
expedlFriday
hunting
Don't, forget
years for stealing sheep. He vas a today for Cerrillos to loin hpr J ins dared to return to their tome
tion in southwest Texas and , The start will be made about 11 'o a brother. Edward M. Ia Rue,
model prisoner up to the time of his
lwho resides in East Liverpool, Ohio. 4 Sam.
since the disastrous shock, ot two
late
Col.
the
in
Mexico
'o'clock
with
returning
morning,
Lyon.
I
escape, and as a result of his g joi
14
two
l
i
weeks go.
is
left
to
whatsoever
4
f
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in the afternoon.
behavior had enjoyed the liberties of
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HE DIDN'T HIT HURLEY
General Manager Jamea E. Hurley,
of the Santa Fe, will perhaps never
know bow near he came to being
floored at Purcell, Ok la., nut so very
Jong ago. The popular general manager, with the superintendent and
president of the system, was making
an examination and' Inspection of the
Oklahoma division. They were traveling In a special train of four or five

morning on a fishing trip to Kio
Pueblo, intending to be absent two
weeks.
Fireman George Nixon rested a trip
and attended to a little private busi
ness on the side.
Roy Fugate is now in charge of the
car clerk's desk in the local freight
depot, relieving Roy Sund.
Conductor and Mrs. Keeney passed
cars.
through here last evening for their
On their way north they had reach- new home at Clovle, from the first
ed Purcell where a change of engines Santa Fe district
N. J. Dillon, a telegraph operator,
and engine crew was made. The engineer, wbo was to have the honor left here yesterday afternoon on No.
of pulling the president's special to 1 for Los Angeles, Cal., on a vacation
the north, and this is always con- trip of Indefinite duration.
sidered a great honor among railroad
Engineer William Trainer is submen, bad spent considerable time in bing for Engineer Rensing, on the
polishing his engine, and putting her night switch engine and bumping cars
In the best of condition. The engine together pretty hard at first
was a monster balanced compound.
E. F. Atkins has resigned as cashier
Every part of her glistened In he for the Santa Fe railway company
rays of the setting sun, and ber ma- at Doming, being succeeded by Wayne
chinery moved with the ease and Darling, an experienced railroad man.
Morton
J. Howell has relieved
grace of a compass. The change of
engines was made without causing a George Vlgus as day car sealer, the
ripple on the glass of water setting latter having been promoted to tbe
on tbe president's dining table.
night car clerk's desk in the freight
Meanwhile tbe engineer having depot here.
Brakeman Ivey was brought to tbe
done everything possible to make the
president's trip speedy and safe, step- railroad hospital here yesterday' after
ped out In front of his engine to sur- noon from Belen suffering of apnea
vey the work of his hands. With dicltls. It is probable that be .will
pride In his eyes he was gazing at the have to undergo a surgical operation.
Enginer H.. B. Garvin, who bad
headlight, which was Just beginning
to send its faint rays down upon the been at home nursing a sprained antrack. In tbe midst of bis reverie of kle, has gone back to work again, and
pride, without any warning, a strong may not be so awkward when an
. hand
smote him violently between other opportunity presents itself to
the shoulders, knocking his cap off, injure himself.
Fireman J. F. Jackson, whose exand giving him a "crick" In the neck.
Mr. Engineer was mad In a minute, perience in reducing a knotty piece
he was mad all over. Who would of wood to kindling cost him a la
dare to thus disturb the proud reve- cerated lip, has recovered from the
ries of the engineer who was to pull injury and is. again on tbe footboard
the president's special? With clench-- : eanlng good pay.
J. F. Asbne, chief car inspector for
ed fist, and a firm determination to
lay In tbe dust the Impudent intrud- the Denver & Rio Grande at Trinier, the angry engineer whirled on hiB dad, has taken a six weeks' vacation
heel. To his surprise his eyes saw and left for Pawpaw, Mich., where
only a stubby little fellow dressed In he is to be married next week and
store clothes, which at least indicat- will go on an extended honeymoon.
M. S. Hart, a telegraph operator on
ed that he was not "flrln" that day.
Tbe little fellow grinned, stuck out the New Mexico division, received
bis band and said "hello!" His greet- ten merit marks for walking from the
ing was so pleasant that the big en- station to a blind siding several miles
gineer decided that be wouldn't hit away with orders for a train delayed
him for tbe first offense, but it be there waiting for another train on
ever did it again, he would certainly which tbe engine had failed.
bave to put him out of business for
Engineer Garfield Fishburn has
been assigned to engine 1506, relieva few days.
The little fellow's outstretched ing Engineer Louis Lester who has
hand was met by the engineer's. Af been granted a furlough and will hie
ter asking the engineer's name the lit himself east for thirty days, visiting
tle fellow said his name was Hurley friends and relatives and catching on
You can bet that engineer was glad to some new ideas of life and its op
he didn't hit him for two reasons portunities and obligations.
A refrigerator car reaches Las Ve
First because Hurley is general man
ager of the Santa Fe and all the boys gas twice a week, Thursday and Sunlike him. Second, and this is perhaps day nights, when on time, carrying
the most Important reason, Hurley nothing but meats and poultry for the
has a well established reputation for Harvey eating houses along the San
being able to take care of himself in ta Fe lines between Kansas City and
a rough and tumble scrap. Anyway Los Angeles. This car was pulled.J
tbe engineer didn't hit him, and he into this division point last evening,
Is glad of it
a day behind schedule.
The federal government proposes to
construct along the south side of the
RAILROAD NOTES
Engineer Hugh Qulgley has been Grand Canyon' a parkway thirty miles
in length. If the present plans are
assigned to engine 1646;
G.
W.
Bush departed for adopted the country in the vicinity
Brakeman
Los Angeles, Cal., on No. 7 last eve- of the canyon will be improved by
the building of roads, drives, trails
ning.
A. T. Henery, telegraph operator at and walks, and ample protection from
Chapelle station, Is spending tbe day forest fires will be provided.
Two years ago, Frank Larson, a
In the city.
George Rucker, wbo fired an engine fireman on the Northwestern railroad,
once before, has hired out to do eo saved the life of little Earl Delany,
and six months later received a Carhere again.
Engineer Arthur Langs ton has been negie medal. Next Sunday in the
off the road a trip changing bis place Catholic church at Fremont, Neb., he
will wed Mrs. George Delany, mothof habitation.
Storekeeper N. C. Smith went down er of the little boy. Two years ago
the line to Lamy last night on com- Larson's run took him through Exeter, Neb., where Mrs. Delany was
pany business.
Conductor Upton Hays, Brakeman teaching school. One day as he was
C. M. Dougherty and Norman Lewis, pulling into town he saw a child asson of the car foreman, left this leep on the track. He climbed out of

.
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ev Mexico College
OF AGRICULTURE

HADLEY

HALL
n

promote Liberal and
Practical Education."
iMOffRILL

Of
,
A school supported by the United States
Government and the Territory of New Mexico.
Gives practical
Thus fits
training in the industries, as well as general education.
its students for successful life under present-da- y
conditions.
This is
not a school for the favored few. It is Everybody's College.
College Courses (foul yean) in Agriculture, Mechanical, Electrical and Gvil

.

sVJministratron Building

ACT

-

Engineering, Household Economic, Commerce and General Science, Requirements
(ot entrance and graduation the lame as in the best colleges and technical schools.
Preparatory Course (four years) equal to best city high schools.
Industrial Courses (four years) in Agriculture, Practical Mechanics, Business
and Domestic Science, for boys and girls who do not expect to take a college course.
Open to students who have completed the eighth grade in the common schools.
Stenography and Spanish Stenography (one or two years).
De-e- n
building. Splendid Equipment. Beit library in the Territory.
ConfortaUc dormitories.
Expenses low. UuutuJ uppoitumoalc

Write for Catnlotma
W. E. GARRISON
x

Faculty of

thirty-ag-

Address th President
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did.

Frank Hockett, a machinist in the
Las Vegas shops, received a telegram
yesterday afternoon from San Mar-claconveying the sad intelligence
that his mother who lives there, was
dying. Hockett left on No. 9 for that
division point to be at her bedside.
Mrs--. Hockett is
e
to
Las Vegans, as her husband,
who died some years ago, was one of
the first master mechanics in the employ of the Santa Fe, occupying this
position at Dodge City, Raton, Las
Vegas and San Mardal.
A. D. Corthon, a brother of A. F.
Corthon who owns valuable mineral
springs three miles east of this city,
has accepted the position as night
ticket clerk at Las Vegas passenger
depot and has entered upon the dis
charge of his duties. The young man
came here from Galesburg, 111., about
three months ago and has since been
employed at "the Schaefer drug store.
Cylde H. Dutt, whom he succeed behind the grated window, will go to
Albuquerque and Los Angeles, probin electrical work,
ably
at which he served an apprenticeship.
For a number of weeks C. A. Rath- bun, jr., and his wife have been residents of this city, Mr. Rathbun serving to the capacity of local agent of
the Santa Fe during the absence of
Agent Parrlsh, says the Springer
Stockman, They left the first of the
week for Dillon, where Mr. Rathbur
will relieve the local agent for a time.
They are most excellent young people and made many friends during
their stay in this city. In apprecia
tion of Mr. Rathbun's excellent ser
vices to the public while at Springer,
his courteous treatment of everybody
from his office, on the street, In the
shop or in the store, he was happily
remembered by a few of his admirers
before his departure with a nice pres
ent in the shape of a large, handsome
cut glass bowl.
l,

well-know- n

old-tim-

Intense Colicky Pains Relieved.
"For some years I suffered from in
tense colicky pains which would come
on at times and from which I could
find no relief," says L S. Mason, of
Braver, Dam. Ky. "Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
was recomended to me by a friend.
After taking a few doses of the remedy
I was entirely relieved,' That was four
years ago and thero has been no return of the symptoms since that time."
This remedy is for sale by all dealers
War to the knife is sometimes de
clared by rival cutlery manufacturers.
Take Notice
are recommended to
take Foley's Kidney Remedy for backache, rheumatism and kidney and bladder trouble. It will quickly correct 1
regularities, which, if neglected, may
develop into a serious illness. It will
restore health and strength. Do not
neglect signs of kidney or bladder
trouble and risk Bright'! disease or
diabetes. O. O. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
Ail persons

AND MECHANIC ARTS

'To

ing back Mrs. Delany was there to
meet him and thank him for saving
tbe life of ber child. This meeting
led to their engagement.
V. Rathburn, brakeman on the New
Mexico division, received five merit
marks for firing an engine on account
of the regular fireman being sick. H.
W. Kruger, engineer, New Mexico division, ten, for firing an engine on account of the regular fireman being
sick. J. Young, brakeman, New Mexico division, ten, for discovering and
promptly reporting a cracked wheel
on a car in a train other than bis own.
One of the largest and best equipped freight houses on the Santa Fe
lines is to be built at Clovlg, on the
Santa Fe cut-ofwork to start on the
structure at once. The building will
be partly frame and partly brick and
will be 147 feet In length and thirty- one feet wide. In addition, there will
be about 100 feet of uncovered platform, making the building well in
proportion with the other structures
which the railway company has er
ected there.
Engineer Judd Young, who pulls a
passenger on the north end out of Las
Vegas and who has never been examined for color blindness, positively
sighted the escaping mountain lion
belonging to "Buffalo" Jones yesterday. The animal was seen at the
Kroenlg crossing up the road and
was heading for tall timber at lightning speed, with the long chain still
attached to it. N For a considerable
distance the Hon ran alongside tbe
train and made better time than it

wplu)

mi

The woman who loses her hearing
may be thankful it wasn't her voice.
Active at 87.
This would be unusual news if men
and women would keep themselves
free from rheumatism and ail aches
and pains as well as keeping their
muscles and Joints limber with Bal
lard Snow Liniment. Sold bj Center
Biock Depot Drug Co.
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All Who
Would Enjoy

the cab and down onto the pilot
where at the risk of bis life he brushed the child from the track. The next
day at the depot as Larson was com-

FE ENGINEER GLAD

TUESDAY,

health, with its blessings, must
quite dearly, that it involves the
quotion of right living with all the term
good

l

implies. With proper knowledge of hut
is best, each hour of recreation, of enjoyment, of contemplation and of effort may
be made to contribute to living aright.
Then tbe use of medicines may be dispensed with to advantage, but under ordinary conditions in many instances a
simple, wholesome remedy may be invaluable if taken at the proper time and tbe
California Fig Syrup Co. holds that it is
alike important to present the subject
truthfully and to supply the one perfect
laxative to those desiring it.
the Company's Syrup of
. Consequently,
Figs and Elixir of Senna gives general
satisfaction.
To get its beneficial effects
the
genuine, manufactured by the
buy
California Fig Syrup Co. only, and for sale
by all leading druggists.

ELECTRIC

In

HEADLIGHT IS
GUARANTEE OF 8AFETY

the current

isse

of

the

Loco-

motive Engineers' Journal, Byron
Archibald of Las Vegas, has tbe following to say:
"I notice an article in the June
Journal on electric headlights
by
Cyrus In the Railroad Age Gazette,
which, I think, calls for a few remarks. After reading the article "between the lines' I have decided it is
looked at by the writer and the gentleman he quotes from a financial
point of view only. I also note that
when anything Is said against electric headlights it Is by some official
in the transportation or mechanical

department

"I never bave heard of an engineer
turning an electric headlight down,
and I think, with the exception of
the side feed lubricator, the electric
headlight Is the biggest improvement
for all concerned that was ever put
on an engine. I believe, also, that I
can run one a year for less money
than it would cost for chimneys on
Blobbs "What's the matter with an oil light The one I have now has
Henpeckke? He seems quite de run for twenty months without a
pressed." Slobbs "Oh, I made the 'allure, and has not cost one cent for
mistake of telling him to make Mm-- 1 rePa'rs In that time, and I have had a
self feel quite at home."
light
"The Santa Fe has used them for
and if they are a failure why
years
Cholera Infantum Cured.
has it not turned them down? I do
"Something like two years ago my not suppose there has been a
safety
baby, which was then about a year
invented for the safety of
appliance
old, was taken seriously ill with chol- the
traveling public and the comera infantum, vomiting and purging
pany's
employes that has not been
profusely," write- J. F. Dempsey of tried out
by the Santa Fe among
Dempsey. Ala. "I did what I could to them tbe
electric headlight and they
relieve her but did her no good, and are
here to stay, I hope. But you
being very much alarmed about her know
yie Santa Fe has a managewent for a physician but failed to find
ment that has most other roads skinone, so came back by Elder Bros. & ned
to a frazzle. They are all live
Carter's store, and Mr. Elder recomfrom the eleventh floor of the
mended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera ones,
Railway
Exchange building in Chicago
and Diarrhoea remedy. I procured a
to the Pacific coast
bottle of it, went borne as quickly as J
"Imagine a first-clas- s
passenger
possible and gave the baby a dose of
train,
dining car and sleepers, electric
the remedy. It relieved her in fifteen
minutes and soon cured her entirely." lighted, pulled ,by an engine with an
For sale by all dealers.
old coal oil headlight, which would
not show a box car fifty feet away.
Even a smart man may leant lots
"It reminds me of a lady in full
of things from fools.
evening dress with an old calico
on ber head."
The Crime of Idleness.
Idleness means trouble for any one.
If there is anything you want. The
It's tbe same with a lazy liver. It
can get it for you. If it's someOptic
V
cauaes constipation, headache, Jaunthing you don't want, The Optic can
dice, sallow complexion, pimples and sell it for
you.
blotches, loss of appetite, nausea, but
Dr. King's New Life Pills soon banisb
The mother jof a dozen children has
liver troubles and build up your health.
25c at all druggists.
few theories about raising them.
.

try thi ran
YOUR COUCH
Mix two ounces of glycerine with,
of Virgin OH of Pine
compound pure and a half pint of
Shake well, and
straight whiskey.
take In doses of a teaspoonful every

a half ounce

tour hours. Tbis mixture posseuee
the healing, healthful properties of
the Pines and will break a cold In 24
hours and cure any cough (hat it
curable. In having this formula put
np, be sure that your druggist nse
the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine compound pure, prepared and guaranteed
only by the Leach Chemical Co., .Cincinnati, O.
Although he may not be a conspirator, the suburban real estate
operator bas more or less to do with
plots.
Deafness Cannot be Cured,
by local applications, as they cannot

reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, end that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the raucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
th's tube is inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed, Deafness Is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this
tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing bnt
an Inflamed condition of the mucous
surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars'
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir
eulBrs, free.
F. J. Cheney & Co. Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
If a girl admires a young man and
keeps him at a distance, It's either
because she is bashful or because-shhas been eating onions.

e

,

sun-bonn-

ESTABLISHED

Disagreeable at Home
Lots of men and women who are-agreeable with others, get "cranky" at
home. Its not disposition, its the liver.
u you nna in yourself that you feet
cross around the bouse, little things
worry you, just ouy a botue ot Bal
lard's Heibine and put your liver to
shape. You and everybody around yon
will feel better for it Price 60 centsper bottle. Sold by Center Block, De
pot Drug Co.
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Sch ool Necessities
For

BOY S GIRLS
and

Boys Waits and Pants

Children's Dresses

We have a good variety of Blouses and Shirt
Waist 8, in plain and pleated effects, collars attached
and. detached, cuffs attached, dark and light colors, splendid values at $1 00 each, for this sale 70c

in a large and varied assortment of styles and colors.
These garments are well
and neatly made from good
materials, cost no more
than the material alone
would cost and saves a lot
of work and trouble in
making.
Little Girls Dresses,
made from Percale, Gingham and Linenne, trimmed with bias bands, piping, braid and buttons
Buster Brown style, variety
of colors; ages 5 and t)
years for

Boys' Knee Pants in- a large and varied
ment all shades and colors, well fitting and very serviceable, regular 85c values, for this sale
65c
-

'
A lot of Odds and Ends in Boys' knee pants, all
good, desireable merchandise, good colors and styles,
worth from 75c to $1.00 per pair, choice this sale 33c

in light and dark effects,
19c
plain and fancies, the regular 35o grade, for
A lot of Windsor Ties

e
We carry a large line of Boys'
wash
Suits in a variety of materials and styles ranging in
price from 75c to
$2.50
two-piec-

We also have a complete line of Boys' Hats in

all popular colors and shapes.

The Famous

CADET HOSE
is the best Hose made for
Children. Made from the best
cotton, with pure linen heel,
toe and knee, it has no equal

in wearing qualities. Perfect
fitting, strong and elastic
Heavy, medium
weight.

and

light

25c Pair
Ribbed Silk Lisle Hose in
blaek and tan, double heel
and toe, very neat and sevice-ablan excellent hose for
25o
girls,
Seamless ribbed Hose, black
only, sole, heel and toe three
15c
ply, per pair

e,

'

65c to $3.00

Misses' Dresses made
from Percale, Gingham and
Linenne, neatly trimmed
in braid, piping, bias bands
and buttons, nice assortment ofcolors; ages 8, 10,
12, to 14 years, for

?5cto$3.50

WEARBETTER
Combination Suits

...

are just what you want for the Boy who gives
his clothes hard wear. Made in first class shape
from the best materials, with, two pair of pants
with double knees, they will stand that hard
wear to which they are subjected by the
average boy in school. Warranted not to rip.

Four button double breasted Suit, in black
and grey mixtures and novelty mixtures, worth
;
$5.50, this sale only......
$4.45
Two button all wool doable brested Worsted
Suit in tan mixture, worth $7.00 for
$5.50

All wool Norfolk Suits in green mixtures
and brown stripes, worth
$4.50 and $5.00
,
v
$3 SO
All wool Norfolks Suits in fancy mixtures
dark patterns, worth $5.00, this sale

CHILDREN'S CLOTH1NQ

TUESDAY,

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

RAILROAD

TO

HELP FOREST

SERVICE KEEP DOWN FIRES
For thy purpose of reducing the
number of fires along the right of
way in tb Arkansas national forest
the Forest Service has recently entered Into a cooperative agreement
with the Kansas City Southern railway.

It Is a well known fact that coal
burning locomotives are a prolific
Bource of forest fires, particularly on
heavy grades where a doten or more
fires may be started within a distance of a mile. Many of he most
destructive fires have been caused In
this manner and Incalculable damage
done.
The agreement between the Forest
Service and the Kansas City Southern provides that the railroad shall
clear its right of way of all Inflam
mable material for a distance of fifty
feet or each side of the track and
burn over an additional 100 feet
wherever necessary. A provision Is
made for the use of efficient spark
arresters, and that fires shall be re

ported to the nearest station agent,
who will notify Forest officers and
section crews. The maintenance of
a Forest service telephone line along
the right of way will also be allowed.
On its aide, the Forest Service will
patrol and supervise the clearing of
the right of way, supply tools, and
maintain and operate sufficient telephones as well as grant the railroad
the timber free of charge, where It is
necessary to clear the right of way,
This agreement Is for a period of
ten years and has already been put
into effect Six telephones have been
established along the line and excel
lent results are being obtained. In
asmuch as a great majority of the
fires on the Arkansas National For
est can be laid to this source, It Is
thought that a great reduction in the
area of burned over land will be made
during the coming season.
The Forest Service will be glad to
have similar cooperation with other
railroads traversing national forest
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ed $S05 for his seed, or a few ceew
more than $80 per acre.
ABS02ELLTS
The straw left after the aeed was
Mr.
to
threshed out still belongs
Fields and is excellent atock feed.
Before he decided to let hia alfalfa go
Winnie Wink It is no use of talk
to aeed he cut several crops of ooa
ing. Our hats take the masculine
hay,
A neighbor of Mr. Fields, a man eye this aummer.
field
Billie Bink Er yes. -- Take both
named Anderson, has a
if a chap doesn't dodge quickly.
20,480
threshed
has
eyea
and
alfalfa
of
Detroit Press.
pounds, which is an exceptionally
heavy yield, but not quite as heavy as
First Suburbanite- - Was your gar
that of Mr. Fields.
den any good this year?
Second Suburbanite You bet it
was. It enabled our next door neigh
FORMER LAS VEGAN
bor's chickens to pull down fhe first
NOW WORTH FORTUNE prize at the poultry show. Chicago
News.
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Distributing Agents of
Jno. Deere

IMPLESIENTS
McCormio
Daering
Champion

81 A C 11 IN EItY

Moline
Studebakor

WAGONS VEHICLES

There are many In Las Vegas who
American
Father." said little Rollo, "what is
Elwood
will remember Omer K. Benedict,
STOCK FENCE
who some fifteen years ago was em appendicitis?"
Genuine Glldden
My son," answered the cynical pa
ployed a a printer on The Optic, and
BAKU WIKE
that
is
something
rent,
"appendicitis
no
Interested
will
be
his friends here
a
to
up
doctor
a
open
enables
good
doubt to learn that Benedict Is now
remove his enLAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M. ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
editor and owner of the biggest dally man's anatomy and
accounL"
Washington
bank
newspaper in the state of Oklahoma, tire
The Times at Oklahoma City, capital Star.
ized at $150,000, and that he Is mak
"Say.. Bobby" whispered Fritz,
ing a fortune out of his Journalistic
"was your sister pleased to learn that
venture.
her?"
Harry W. Stevens, formerly a lino I had called upon
replied , Bobby.
indeed,"
"Yes,
sev
who
on
The
Optic,
type operator
that Mr. Fritz
her
told
mother
'When
eral weeks ago went to Oklahoma
out she
was
fihe
while
called
had
and
other
day
City, met Benedict the
FORMAL CHARGE
he evinced great interest in Las said, 'Thank heaven!" Kansas City
ENORMOUS WOOL CUP
Vegas and his old friends here, and Times.
AGAINST HEANEY In a letter Stevens says Bene
IN UNION COUNTY
"Say, ma," queried little Ida Innlt,
dict wished to be cordially remember
Tvlei-clTL&riclido women always cry at a wed
Meadow
in
the
friends
his
why
ed
all
to
Ed
17.
Thomas
Los
Aug.
Angeles,
(Special Correspondence.)
ding?"
alias Lieutenant Harry Citv
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Clayton. N. M Aug. 17. With over win Heaney,
"The married ones cry, my dear
after he start
The
rise
of
Benedict,
week
last
arrested
S.
U.
wool
of
Army,
King,
a hundred thousand pounds
them
is
It
how
know
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
Francisco and brought here, ed up the ladder of Journalistic fame, because they
yet to come in, the total season's in San
Las Vegas he selves, and the unmarried ones be
was
swift.
Leaving
as
identified
the
been
has
date
positively
clip shipped from Clayton to
cause they don't," replied Mrs, Innit
This man who represented, himself to be went to Oklahoma, drew a claim at
totals over 1.680,469 pounds.
valuable
a
of the strip,
Chicago News.
year An armv officer to Governor George the opening
, baa been an exceptionally good
He
about
$10,000.
worth
too,
one,
to Capt
for the sheep industry, though not Curry of" New Mexico, and
his
An evangelist was exhorting
Rider and settled in Hohart, a town that sprang
the best in the history of Union coun John W. Green,
to
wrath
from
flee
the
to
hearers
established
a
in
a
there,
paper
day,
New Mexico politician, now up
ty by any means. Some other years prominent
he thundered,
warn
"I
come.
of
out
made
you,"
in
two
$35,000
and
years
of
on
the
strength
can show better prices for wool and living here, and
the venture. He then married a Chi "that there will be weeping and wall
(Incorporated)
some others a larger percentage in such representation made love to and
cago girl and selling his Hobart pa ing and gnashing of teeth."
Green's
to
daughter,
Capt
proposed
lamb
crop.
the
At this moment an old woman In
per, went to Oklahoma City Just at
Green
However, the year has been good Miss Victoria Adelaide
WHOLESALE
boom
the
of
the
there,
the
great
gallery stood up. "Sir," she
opening
A formal charge has been made
for Union county. The average clip
no
town
teeth!"
have
"I
shouted.
andDoalerm In
which made that city the biggest
has been 8 pounds to the head or an against Heaney by H. Daniels, of in the United States for its age,
the
returned
evangelist
"Madam,"
as C&pt
WOOL, HIDES
average of $1.60. The lamb cron Temescal, Riverside county,
which distinction it enjoys even to severely "teeth will be provided.
was about 72 per cent These larans Green refused to take any steps look
Dan this day. He established The Times Success Magazine.
are in fine condition and will bring ing to Heaney's prosecution.
Mown mt .
came
his and it was a go from the first issue.
to
iels
says that Heaney
, from $2.00 to $3.00 per head.
Benedict put in $50,
Mr. Phan (roaring from the top of
recently.
Only
him
and
told
ranch
about
a
ago
year
M.M..
mind
the
that
in
Albuaaorauo , M. M.. Tuonmoarl,
Cast Las Veoas.
It must be borne
on 000 worth of new machinery, and now the stairs) Mildred, what is that
Mm
1,680,469 pounds shipped from Clay- he was Lieutenant Harry King,
N.
M., Pooom, M., Logan, M. M., Trinidad, Colorado
out a paper every day In the young man doing down there so late.
ton represents only about half of the his way from Manila to his fathers gets
Mildred (sweetly) He's Just dop
Daniels year,
wool crop of the county as there are ranch in San Diego county.
R. A. Klstler, who was editor of ing out how the teams will flnsh tor
next
and
over
the
him
took
in
night
DA.7 WAGONS, tho Dost Farm Wagon ntado
several other shipping points in Union
The Optic at that time, when, besides the nennant
miles
to
ten
him
the
drove
morning
for
estimate
conservative
A
county.
RACINE- SATTLEY CO., Vohteloa
Mr. Phan
(mollified) All right,
railroad station and loaned him $10 Benedict, such men as J,. O. Fullen,
the county would be two and one-ha- 'f
over
now
a
not
is
his
he
to
take
where
time,
promi
him
of
tell
Roswell,
NAVAJO DLAKXETS
was
million pounds, which brought on an He identified Heaney when he
and the
C. F. McKay, of Santa looking past performances
nent
lawyer,
scar
in
the
a
here
back
by
brought
This
avnrasM 20 cents Der nound.
Daniels Fe, a linotype operator of splendid possibility of a slump, and when he
represents a net income to the coun middle of his forehead.
voDutatipn.tn these parts and John gets done he can compare with my
is
obtaining
King
charge
against
boob-case- .
y ot $500,000 on the wool crdp alone.
Steward, were working at the case list behind the clock on the
This fall the lambs will prove an money by false pretenses.
'
Bene
on
a
tells
story
Puck.
good
It has been learned that Miss Klstler
other source of revenue to the coun
dict, which Is characteristic of him.
won
while
love
whose
Heaney
Green,
house
flood
treasure
will
which
the
ty,
to Some federal offloers in the civil
the girl was living at Santa Fe, N. M., showing that he was always equal
more, each delivery, 20c per too lbs.
3,000 lbs.,
with 500.000 more golden eagles.
doubt
no
trait
which
e
war once sought shelter for the night
the
occasion,
would-bof
enamored
Is
the
really
and
hide
S.
the
Vanderwart,
2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs,
accounts for his present success in In an old, tumbledown shack. About 1,000 lbs.,
wool merchant, has purchased over army officer, and it Is said that since
200 lbs.,
1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
of a life. One warm July day, the boys 2 d'clock a polecat announced fts
600,000 pounds of wool from Union his arrest she is on the verge
A
200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
the
were
rushing
50 lbs.,
in the ''back end"
presence in its own peculiar way.
county sheepmen and shipped eigh nervous breakdown.
Less
can pretty regularly, using a large German sat up and looked helplessly
50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs,
teen car loads in one day last week.
in. Ben about him. The others were all sleepthe
to
sDrinkler
lager
carry
T. P. James, a prominent stock ALFALFA SEED NETS
edict had Just been to the saloon to ing peacefully.
ARIZONIAN A FORTUNE
man of near Des Moines, shipped
eet another sprinkler full and as he "Meln Gott," he exclaimed in tones
twelve car loads of wool to the eastback Into the office with it. of despair. "All the resht ashleep und
came
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
The wool
ern market last week.
Phoenix. Ariz., Aug. 17. Eastern Klstler stepped in unexpectedly. Ben
smell it all!" Every- nuritr- and laatino dualities of which have made Las
to
I've
got
weighed 20,000 pounds to each car farmers, when fold that in Arizona it edict never wavered, but without any
avenue.
famous. Office: 701 Doug-labody's Magazine.
Is possible to make $800 off ten
and he received $48,000 for it.
motion to give him away, turn
false
W. B. Phmkett, whose ranch la acres on one year, besides several
ed the sprinkler down and began to
Irate Woman These photographs
twenty miles northeast of Clayton crops of hay, are likely to set the wet down the floor, explaining .that
made of myself and husband are
you
over
18,000
Yet
that it was so fearfully hot he thought it
on the Corrumpn. clipped
story down as a fairy tale.
not
at all satisfactory and I refuse
pounds of wool from 2,600 sheep, is Just what R. H. Fields of Liberty, might cool things off. The best of to
them.
'
accept
7
to
the
which Is in the upper end of the it was Kistler never caught onto the making an average of pounds
What's wrong with
Photographer
head, and marketed his entire clip at Buckeye valley, has done.
Joke, but sometime later Benedict told them?
His lamb crop
Mr. Fields sold hia crop of alfalfa
21 cents per pound.
him about it and they all had a good
Irate Woman What's wrong? Why,
was 72 per cent, with no losses.
seed to Hill's seed house the other laugh.
husband looks like a baboon.
my
WHOLESALE GROCERS
Charles Schleter, one of the largest day. The seed is on the ground and
Well, that's no fault
Photographer
will
for
men
be
of the county, clipped the transportation
by
paid
sheep
of mine, madam. You should have
Seeds and
430,800 pounds none of which has yet the Hill brothers. The price paid for
i
thought of that before you had him
wool
11
cents
in
the
been sold and is stored
the crop was
per pound
NOTES
YOUNG PEOPLE'S
News.
taken.
Pelts.
Chicago
Hides
and
Wool,
t
house waiting an advance in the wool and there are 7,000 pounds of the
'
All kinds of Native Products.
seed.1
market.
The young man who graduated
Grain
With
is
Sacks, Hay Presses.
comes
Fields
Mr.
second
Otto
of
field
alfalfa
The
Christian
some weeks ago had secured a posi- 237,000 pounds, which he is also stor- only ten acres In extent. He recelv- Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
(Contributed.)
tion In the great business emporium',
ing.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
of the and was there to tell them how to
meeting
The
people's
young
Frank and S. A. Mestas clipped 0 NO REASON FOR DOUBT.
Presbyterian church was very well run the business..
pounds.
Headquarters in the Territory for
offer to return the money paid attended In spite of the threatening
we
When
"You seem to know a great deal,
Jose and Nick Vigil, 36,960 pounds.
as if our claims do not prove true, we must weather Sunday evening.
senior
partner.
young man," said the
Vnntv Y3rtlv what vfl are talking ahout
It is very encouraging to see the
"Do I?" boasted the recent gradu
when we ay Rexall "93 " Hair Tonic will
For indigestion and all sUm'.mt
Three ate, his chest swelling with pride.
relieve scalp irritation, dandruff and falling constant growth of the society.
trouble take Foley's Orlno Laxative
and prevent baldness. Don't scoff, new members were voted in at the "Ah, sir, some day I expect to wake
hair,
It stimulates the stomach and liver and doubt or hesitate.
Try the remedy at our last meeting..
:
up and find myself famous."
regulates the bowels and will positivti.
t,
Next Sunday, the 22nd, Mr. Leh-O.
habitual
cure
Q.
The senior member silently opened
ely
constipation.
E. G. Murphey, The Rexall Store.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
mann, field secretary of the Colo a drawer in his desk and took out a
rado and New Mexico Christian En package.
CF
FULL
deavor Society, will have charge of
Take
"Here you are, young man.
Mr
the regular society meeting.
this home with you with my compliLehmann is a local boy and well ments."
'
known in the community. His years
"What is that?"
of service in the endeavor work have
"An alarm clock. It will help you
.
made him a specialist in that line. to wake up." Chicago News.
There is to be a union service of all
the Protestant churches in the city
Spots.
Washington's Plague
in the evening at which Mr. Lehmann
Lie in the low, marshy bottoms of
Is to speak on the "Place and Power
the Potomac, the breeding ground of
taa m3 ft
m i immt Si Mm mm
of the Young People's Movement in
malaria germs. These germs cause
'
the Church." Definite plans have not
phma fever and ague, biliousness.
been made as yet as to place of the
lassftude, weakness and genwill
be stated later. jaundice,
meeting. This
and bring suffering and
eral
debility
Special music will be provided. The death to thousands yearly. But Elec
MENT; You will serve your own
song service will be under the direc- tric Bitters never fail to destroy them
interest by consulting
tion of Rev. M. E. Dutt
'
"i
and cure malaria troubles. "They are
tonic anJ cure for
the
best
asthPeople with chronic bronchitis,
malaria I ever uaMr writes R. M.
ma and lung trouble, will find great Tames xif Tinellen. S. C. They CUTe
relief and comfort in Foley's Honey stomach, liver, kidney ana Diooa trou-ITT
am Tar onji Mil RvnM Kuffftrlns bv Hlaa enrt will nrp.VftTlt tVTmOla.
commencing to take it at once. O. Q. them, 50c. Guaranteed by ill drug
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Uo.
gists.
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a house; a lot? a horse;
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an automobile; a busi
ness; a musical instru
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FOUR

tions in the territory had their representatives' in Washington working
earnestly and loyally for our admis1S79.
sion to the union. That did not look
PUBLISHED BY
like corporation opposition.
The Optic Publishing Company 1n the seenif place',' if it be true, at
currently reported in the east, that
,.
(iboobpobatbd
the corporations are afraid of losing1
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR their control In the event of statehood;
and are therefor against the issue.
we reply that if the corporations are
in control now they will, stay, in, control whether we get etatehood. or not
Kntered at the PoctoTflM at East And anyway, nobody has a right to
say anything about corporation conUi Vegu, N M m eoood-clae- a
trol out bere In view of the conditions
matter.
in the thickly populated and highly
civilized New England etates. We
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
are in no worse condition.
Daily
On the whole we do not give much
17.00
Carrier
Par Tear
tax breakImportance
... .85 er that someto this income
Per Month by Carrier
see ahead of our
people
JO
Far Week j Carrier
statehood bark; and we place still
'
Weekly.
less importance in the report of corOne Tear
$2.00
poration opposition. In short, we are
LOO
Bix Months
inclined to think that New Mexico
will be admitted to the union at the
STATEHOOD'S FUTURE
coming- session of congress.

AUGUST

TUESDAY,

17, 1909

Che gailn Optic
ESTABLISHES

A Reminder

4

If anticipating buying a gift of Silver, Cut Glass, . China or

"

tj

The immediate prospects of statehood for New Mexico appear to.be
dependent somewhat on our attitude
toward the proposed income tax amendment to the United States constl- tutlon. At least we are eo informed by
at least one special correspondent of
a prominent and influential eastern
dally. It is Intimated that the northeastern and eastern parts of this
country look askance at the admission of two new western states whose
conservatism haa never been tried. It
Is a general rule that people who
haven't anything are quite willing to
vote to tax those who have; but even
at that, this territory has never favored radical and freak legislation, and,
as a state, can be relied upon to ex- amine carefully any proposed amendment to the federal constitution.
Another thing that is reported to
be In the path of immediate statehood
is the control that the railroad companies are supposed to have, and may
have, In the two territories. They are
said to be unfavorable because statehood would mean loss of their control
That la a very foolish statement and
any one who stops to think but for
a moment will perceive that it has
nothing of consistency la it. In the
first place the statement Is not true
as far as New Mexico is concerned
because the last time the statehood
bill was before congress two of the
Tlchest and most powerful ' corpora

CHINA'S. NOTE TO THE

POWERS

The note sent by China to the pow
ers explaining its attitude respecting
the Antung-Mukderailway includes
charges of bad faith on the part of
Japan and embraces also a warning
against the aggression and ambition
of the Japanese in Manchuria.
Accepting the Chinese statement, it
appears that Japan has been endeavoring to carry into effect not econo
mic, but strategic designs, and that
under cover of the reconstruction of
a railroad, it alms to gain a position
in Manchuria detrimental to the In
terest ofChIna and the powers. In
this conneclton the note states that
the interest of the powers is that no
one shall occupy a privileged position
in that province, and the impression
lg conveyed that were Japan to have
Its way, It would acquire a position of
that character to which the powers
would have reason to object.
The case 'of China is most nnfor
tunate, because of the military and
naval superiority of Japan; for it is
evident that were it not for this, it
would compel Japan to comply with
Its wishes in connection with the railroad, and that It would feel under no
obligation to explain its attitude of
powers.
It will have to submit to the ag
gression shown by Japan In this in
stance, for the Interest of. the powers
n

Jewelry, remember we carry only the BEST.
-

"(L--

Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc.
,,Take advantage of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.
"'
saves you ten PER CENT on your purchase.
'J
,

Common Sense Shoe Store
'

Douglas Avenue.

I J.

TAUPERT,

B. Las Vegas,
is not great enough to Induce them to
interfere; and it will be. fortunate If
this concession in a comparatively
trivial matter does not, give; rise to,
some future attempt on the; part of
of still
Japan to gain an advantage
'
greater significance. Japan will not
hesitate to avail itself of any preced
ent which may thus be established. r
Denver Republican.

SERIOUS

STABBING
AFFRAY AT FBLSOM
Alex.

ST.

M.

Jeweler and bpticfan.
-:-

-
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SPEEDING TRAIN

MARKET

-

,

Douglas Avenue.

According to the Trinidad Chronicle-News- ,
Eplmenlo Valerio, the former
Las Vegas blacksmith, who was found
dead In he Santa Fe railroad yards
there early Sunday morning, was run
down by the westbound limited,, while
walking on the track, and instantly
killed. The Trinidad paper gives the
of the unforfollowing particulars
tunate man's death:
"Epimenio Valerio, a Mexican em
ployed by the E, A. Albertson blacksmithing shop, was hit by Santa Fe
flyer No. 3, westbound about 3 o'clock
yesterday morning and hurled from
the right of way, being instantly kil

Sheep, 8,000, ten lower. Muttons,
$4.255.25; lambs, $6.507.75; range
withers, $4.005.25; range ewes, $S.8a

REPORTS.

St. Louis Wool.
Aug. 17. Wool

5.00.

St Louis,

steady.
Territorial western mediums, 23
28; fine mediums, 2224; fine, 13019.

Chicago Live Stock
Chicago, Aug. 17. Cattle
4,000.
strong. Beeves, $4.407.50; Texas
steers, $4.005.50; western, $4.00
6.30; stockers and (feeders, $3.15
5.15; cows and heifers, $2.256.40;
calves. $5.50 5.80.
Bogs, 8,000; strong' to 6 higher;
Lige, $7.558.05; mixed, $7.358.05;
heavy $7.708.05; rough, $7.107.35;
good choice heavy, $7.35 8.05; pigs,
$6$.807.80; bulk sales, $7.507.95.
Sheep, 25,000, weak. Natives, $2.90
5.00; western,
$3.005.00; yearlings, $4.505.50; Iambs, native, $4.25
7.75; western, $4.507.80.l
.

New York Stocks.
New York, Aug. 17. Copper quiet,
standard spot 12651290; lead quiet.
437
bar silver 51
prime
Mexican
dollars 44;
paper
call money 2

'

,

44

4

Trinidad, Colo., Aug.
Haney, a young barber who owns a
shop in Folsom, N. M., was brought
to San Rafael hospital here yesterday,
led.
suffering from a deep knife wound In
"The accident happened near the
in
chest,'
hts
one
in
back
and
his
avenue
Linden
crossing. Valerio
flicted by a drunken Mexican at Fol
was returning home from a late stay
som.
town and was probably some
'
Haney had been having trouble down
with' the Mexican who was frequently what intoxicated, as a half emptied
intoxicated and very quarrelsome. flask of whiskey was found In his
coroner.
Sunday morning he went Into Haney's pocket by the
did not see the train,
"He
with
evidently
altercation
an
Into
and
got
shop
Wine in tho rem 4tf trie which enters town at a high rate of
wandered onto the track
place. Haney went back to quiet the speed and
Mexican and told him to either get Just as the train rushed by. He was
struck and hurled oft the right of
out or hush up.
As the barber turned to go back way, his head being crushed In on tfie
to his chair the Mexican jumped up left side and instantaneous death
and stabbed him in the back with a must have followed.
"Deceased was forty-nin- e
years of
knife. Haney. turned to defend "nim- self and was stabbed a 6econd time age and had been in Trinidad but
in the chest. He fell bleeding to the three months. He leaves a wife and
floor while indignant citizens round several children who reside at Las
ed up the belligerent and murderous Vegas.. They came in last evening
called by the news of the accident,
Mexican and hurried him to Jail.
Haney was brought to the hospital The funeral will be held tomorrow.'
In Trinidad, and is receiving the best
Manuel Lara is at Hotel, La tenof attention.
Although he Is dangerously hurt he may recover, as his sion from Ocate, N. M.; Mrs. A. Valage is in his favor, "being but twenty-on- e dez and Miss Josephine Valdez from
Mora, N. M.
years old.

Chicago Provisions
Chicago, Aug. 17. Wheat Sept. 99
corn Sept.
Dec. 96
65- oats Sept. 38
Dec. 55
Dec. 37
pork Sept 2150;
Jan. 1730; lard Sept. 1170; Oct. 1165;
ribs Sept. 1140; Oct. 1112
5-- 8

8

1--

1--

STUDENTS SHOULD
New York Stocks
New York, Aug."17. Amalgamated,
New York
$86
Atchison, 120

'

)

REPORT

FOR REGISTRATION

,

AT ONCE

Parents who had children In the
Southern Pacific, training school of the Normal Univer
Central,
V sity last year, and who expect to
Union Pacific, $214
$137
S. Steel, $78; IT. S. Steel, preferred. send them back next year, should no
$126
tify Dr. B. S. Gowen at once, as many
new Dupils are making application.
The old students will be given the
Kansas City Live Stock
Kansas City, Aug.. 17. Cattle 15,- preference,' but unless they make
000, including 2,500 southerns; steady known their intention to enter within
a reasonable time," other applicants
to strong. Native steers, $4.50
steers, $3.304.75; will not know whether they can be
7.40; southern
native admitted or whether they will "nave
southern cowa. $2.4O30;
cows and heifers, $2.255.50; stock-er- to go somewhere else. It will be reand feeders, $3.00 5.50; bulls membered that thirty or forty applied
$2.753.75; calves, $3.007.00; west last year but were turned away for
ern steers, $4.256.25; western cows, lack of room. Some of the old stu- dents lost their places last year be$2.504.40.
Hogs', 9,000, 5 higher. Bulk sales, cause of not reporting promptly. The
$7.707.90; heavy, $7.707.85; pack university opens September 14th.
ers and butchers, $7.707.90; light,
Everybody reads The Optic.
$7.507.85; pigs, $6.007.40.
1--

1--

$146

1--
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3--

1--
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SUMNER EXHIBITION AND SPECIAL SALE OF
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VALERIO RUN DOWN

-

17.
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Ciorfvam Silver

X

HedgcockV
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rioting: Co. Wash Fabrics.

A mencan

Printing Co. Wash Fabrics. A.
Today we open a special exhibition and sale of Americanwill
be shown, and offered for sale.
splendid assortment of all the newest effects in American Prints
In this display will be shown:
American Dark indigo Blues
American Mercerized Finish Prints

American Light indigo Dlues
American Klournlng Styles

.

American Civcr Gray
American Crepe Effects

American Prints are the Standard of the world, and along with vast lines of staple styles always carried in stock we will
show lines of new fancies specially designed and printed for this summer's exhibitions. All styles of
.
American Prints, during this exhibition
We wUl show many cases of entirely new goods in regular dress styles at the above price.
.'

Yard

Solid cases of the new fancy styles have been shipped to us direct from the American Printing Company's plant at Fall River, Mass., the largest print works in thejworld.
4

Cqq Windows BicpJoyo of American Printing Co.'g Waah

IN OUR WINDOWS you will see a number of Dresses for Ladies, and Misses made expressly for us by the
American Printing Co. Patterns made by the Ladies' Home Journal Patterns Co. , for which we are exclusive agents
in Las Vegas. Any pattern f these Dresses can be obtained from us.
The secret of producing stylish, attractive and becoming dresses and waists for women, dresses
for school children, etc., from American Printmg Co. Wash Fabrics will never be revealed to you

until you have used the

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns
best results are obtained from the ladies home'

waists, chilJOURNAL PATTERNS, when making Women's dressesand
' American Print-in- g
from
House
etc.,
school
aprons,
negligees,
dren's
dresses,
'""
Co. s wash fabrics.

i

The most skilM "dressmaker cannot get
The greatest essential to a successful garment is an accurate pattern.. dressmakers
best
the
find
titt THE LADIES HOME
that
is
That
is
why you'll
correct results if the pattern faulty.
are accompanied with instructions and illustrations that
and
accurate
are
PATTERNS
absolutely
they
JOURNAL
'
w. .W
are so simple there's no possibility of misunderstanding.
;

The price of these patterns are 10c and 15c.

y

THE

.1

E.LasVcgas.
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embroideries including Allovers

AT

15 Per Omt Off
A lot of Ribbons all sizes, and
shades, some flowered and striped,
all new goods

the 50c, 35c; 40c,

25c; 25, 17c.

Children's Oxfords and Pumps,

;

PER CCtlT OFF
Big Monthly Style Book for Septenv
berFREE.

STORE .OF QUALITY'
ft

In conection with this, sale we
joSer our entire stock of Laces and

They comprise designs for all kinds of wear, all" kinds of women

and all sizes of pocketbooks.

J

fc.--

fcjj

I

i

The Fall Quarterly Style Book now
on sale7 Ask for Quarterly Exchange
Checks:

Patrice

, Women's
ST

Tan Oxfords,

i.

-

n

LAS VEGAS
e assumes this fall the chair of his
tory in the Agricultural college.
Col. W. S. Hopewell was an east- bound passenger from Albuquerque
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. ' .
this afternoon,
H:. K,. Leonard,, awlM. W, Cousins
are in town today from their saw mfll
','
In the mountains.
OAPfTAX PAW IM
5 Cents in Ice and
1
the wisdom of trad-- ''
Ed Splti left town overland thli On!y
kf
CWO.OOO.OO
morning for Taos county, on one
ing with us. While
Minutes in Time Required
busi-ne- ss
his
trips.
selling
regular
a
for
working
Rabbi J. S. Raisin returned last
to Make 100 Plates
D, T. H0SKIN3, Cashier.
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President.
we; .have been
s'
vacation
trom his
evening
F. B. JANUARY, Asst CashletC;
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice' President
working1 for a repu0.
to the south and east"' i" J'
trip
tation; we have gainFrank Roy, secretary to the Las
A wonderful Ice Cream Freezer
ed it and it? will be ;
Vegas era ft board, ticketed himself to is being shown at our Store. It
second-oldest
the
this afternoon.
upheld. Every" deal
makes Ice Cream on an instant's
($
De Soto H. Grant, the Jeweler,
with us is a satisfacnotice. You no longer have to
oTHOUGHT
MUCH
NEED
IT DOESN'T
reached home this afternoon, from a
buy Ice Cream at the store, but
tory deal we guabusiness run down to Albuquerque.
can
out
turn
it
cheapto dcide that if yon never save youll never have. If you had
you
rantee that.
Mr. anJTMrs. W. S. Brownlow are at er and in less time than the moat
a million a. year and spend it all you'd be a pauper at the end
.
the Eldorado hotel from Clinton,
just as if you hadn't had a penny.
expert Ice Cream maker in thfe 0'1
CO.
WINTERS
Oklahoma; Ed Hill from Cornelia, Ga. City can do it.
PUT A DOLLAR OR SQIN THE LAS VEGAS
Theodore Halnlen has returned to
The little machine is simple in
3
Main
SAVINGS BANK
Telephone
his ranch on the Sapello from thli construction and requires but 5
BRIDGE STREET
cjty, accompanied by Miss Ida Sparks. cents
worth of Ice to make a
0.
every week and have something at the end of the year. Youll
Roman Gallegos, chairman of the hundred plates of Ice Cream in
have more than you put in for every dollar you deposit works
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
'
and earns something for you.
county board, is In town from San five minutes.
Jose this afternoon, accompanied by
cost of the machine is
The
PERSONALS
his wife.
moderate in fact, so cheap that
Mrs. Gus Peterson, of this city, is the poorest family can afford.
Q
OFFICE WITH
Sam S. Tama ia in town from Al planning a trip to Ely, Nevada, where
for
sale
at
Only
today.
Mrs.
she will visit her daughter,
buquerque
Guy
Miguel
A. P. Schwarz la a business visitor Honeywell.
THE ROSENTHAL
from Denver today.
Mrs. Tranqulllno Labadle and chil
Hamon A. Smith ia at the New Op dren are In town from Santa Rosa, 3c each for full size Jelly Glasses
tic from San Jose, I1L
visiting her father, Don Eugenlo Ro 60c dz. for Mason Fruit
SAN MIGUEL TRUSTY
r.haa. A. SolefcS came home from mero, and family.
Jars, (pints)
BASEBALLSCORES
ESCAPES FROM PRISON
afternoon.
Trinidad this
Mrs. W. M. Wiegand, wife of the 80c dz. for Mason
P. J. Hale la in the city in the in Santa Fe's station agent at Wagon
Fruit Jars, (quarts)
HOW THEY STAND
Arthur Mattney, a trusty, whose
teresta of Colller'B Weekly.
Mound, was in theclty last evening, 1.00 dz. for Mason
would have expired in November,
time
A. O. Jahren came to the city from accompanied by her child.'
Fruit Jars, (half gallon)
Horse Racing
National League
who was serving a term for
and
Mrs. and Mrs. Secundlno Romero,
Wagon Mound last evening.
y Won.Lost.Pct
on sale at
Las
car
at
box
a
into
A Vorenberg has been down town who have been at the ranch during
breaking
THE ROSENTHAL
Three of the fastest horses of the
73,29 .716 Vegas, made his escape from the penPittsburg
from Wagon Mound today.
the sheep shearing season, were ex
West is entered for this race.
35
.660
South
...61
The
retun
Chicago
Fe
to
due
is
Santa
at
C.
Schlott
yesterday.
Mrs. J.
itentiary
n
pected home this afternoon.
Mat
$2.75 For
Top
sure be a treat to see the
will
38
.616
It
61
New
York
bloodhounds trailed him toward i,amy
home frem Clovls tomorrow.
Mrs. A. E. Longenecker, a elster of
tresses, full sizeronly at
63 60 .615 and It is believed that he will soon be skilled work of- - the countries best
Cincinnati
returned
Frank
Springer
Mrs. O. E. Burch, is expected to ar
Attorney
THE ROSENTHAL
47 65 .461 back in custody.
jokeys.
Philadelphia
from Santa Fe this afternoon.
rive here from Jefferson City, Mo., to
Fire Chief Omaliy will start the
.430
67
'.....43
St.
Louis
returned
Mat
P. E. Dearth and family
morrow on a month's visit to her and $4.95 for $7.50
race
at 10:30 p. m. tonight.
65
.363
37
Brooklyn
to Santa Fe yesterday afternoon.
husband.
tresses, full size,
A political speaker was attacking
No
.243
79
betting allowed.
26
Boston
Geo. C. Gates is a guest at the Cas
L. 11. Mosimann, of the forest
only at
the government of the day with more
This big race takes plaee at Rosen
taneda from Chicago this afternoon.
range service, has been in the city tovenom than reason. A man at the thal Hall.
American League
H. A. Harvey Is down town again day. He reports Incessant 'rains in
onV
v7on.Lost.Pct. back of the hall at last cried
-trom one of hia mountain fastnesses. the mountains, with no indications of
A
nettled
little
elr!"
"You're
ToNight- wrong,
41 .617
6
Philadelphia
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Bowen arrived a let up.
without heed
65 41 .613 the orator continued,
Detroit
Opposite Y..M. C A.
Admission 5 Cts.
at the Castaneda yesterday from Chi
Mrs. R. A. Morley and children have
ing. Presently, In answer to another
65 44
Boston
returned to Las Vegas from the vast,
cago.
came again "You're
63 64 .495 strong assertion,
N. S. Belden ia a visitor to the city where they had spent two months. the only old soldier- - from this Imme Cleveland
Dancing before and after the race, S
The speaker looked
elr!"
wrong,
65
.481
51
Chicago
na
who
cents
attended
the
diate
on
the
farm
his
per dance.
from
locality
afternoon
this
Dr. Morley will be absent from the
on the war path.
49 66 .467 angry, but continued
New York
will be awarded to the winners
Prizes
has
which
Just
tional
encampment
mesa,
for
several
,
weeks,
"You're
yet.
city
wrong, sir!" again rang of
45 63 .437
St. Louis
race..
this
Lake
in
Salt
its
sessions
great
to
concluded
home
drove
Pablo
Jose
Mrs. Aniceta R. de Lopez accom
Quintana
31 76 587 out.
M. W. CAIN. .
Cebolla, Mora county, from this city panied by her sister, Mrs. Manuelita City and he will likely have some- Washington
Angrily addressing the persistent
the
at
about
the
post
trip
R. de Gonzales, and Miss Ramoncita thing tojsay
today.
one, the orator cried.: "Look here,
Western League
Albert Weaver, Jesse Burns and Sena, left today' for Ocate on a visit meeting this (evening.
'Won.Lost.Pct eould tell this man something about
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WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU

fl

In a hundred ways and, in ONE of Them at Least,

ADVERTISE
First Insertion 5 Cents a Line

H

h

TO-DA- Y!

"All men are unqualifiedly selfish;"
asserted the unengaged girl, who delighted in epigrams. T really can't
see how you engaged girls manage
to be content when you realize bow
and ungrateful men
are."
"We are doing pretty well, thank
you," said the girl who wore a new
solitaire, somewhat flippantly.
"As soon as a man has a thing,"
went on the unengaged girl; "he
ceases to care for it I read a story
about a man who was so bored
during his honeymoon, though he had
married the girl he had always loved,
that he developed chronic melancholia.
Welt he certainly wasn't In love,
then," broke In the girl with the new
"I don't see how you can
solitaire.
say such awful things. I know Tom
is more in love with me every day of
his life. He is so generous, too."
"Yes," chimed in the girl who was
hemming napkins, "and Burneil also
is most considerate and thoughtful.
He is always thinking of my comfort
and happiness. If it is really the right
girl and the right man, I don't believe
there is such a thing as tiring or seeing too much of each other. I know
Burneil was simply delighted when I
proposed going up to a quiet little lake
for our honeymoon instead of going
east He said he would feel that he
had me so much more to himself."
"Oh, girls, girls," put in the unengaged girl, with a pitying smile. "I
suppose I shouldn't dispel your sweet
illusions, but it is truly ridiculous for
you to cling to such foolish ideas and
The men of
expectations.
marry in the most practical way and
only after due deliberation. The sooner you realize "
"Burneil asked me to marry him
after he had known me only two
months," defiantly flashed the girl who
was hemming napkins. "There surely
wasn't much deliberation in his case.
I really think, Helen, you are very un-

THE OPTIC

IN

20 Cents Per Line By Week

USE

Doubt Enters In

--

BOSS PATENT FLOUR

50 Cents Per

Line By Montn.

THE

BOSS BREAD

to-da- y

T5he Bankers R.eserve

DO YOU KNOW

The Optic U (be medium from
vhJch the general public may al- ways bare tbelr wtnti supplied.
Advertisers should remember
that letter directed to Initial
only, are not delivered through
the poatofP.ee. If Initial are us-d they should be directed to
lb care of some person, firm,
postofflce box or this, office.
Closing time for classified ad- rertlaemenU Is It o'clock, noon,
the' day they are handed in.
Want advertisements can be left
at The Optic office, telephoned
to Main 2. or sent through the
malls to The Dally Optic. Cash
wi.h sd required.
Phone Main 2

Life Company
B.

If. KOIiltON, President
Omaha, Nebraska,

'

A

IT.

8.

Solid, Conservative

Life Insurance Company
in the West.
Located and
Operating

.,

Its Income Invested in Western
Securities,
Its Support given by Western
f

'
.

People.

to-da-y

Help Wanted, Etc.
For Rates and Information Write

WANTED Position by middle-agewoman as working housekeeper or
'
cook. 811 Main avenue.
d

.

H. C. KELLY, Manager

4

V.'ANTEB

Sewing, all kinds. Children's school clothing, a specialty.
Phone Vegas 83.
Miss Harris,
Rawlins bouse.

TV ANTED

A good stenographer,

New Mexico and Arizona

Pioneer Bnilding-

-

H,

.

C Keller, Pioneer bldg.
WANTED

one who
speaks English and Spanish fluently. , Inquire at this office.
A.

good clerk,

MEN LEARN

BARBER
TRADE
Short time required;
graduate
earn $11 to $30 week. Moler Bar
ber college, Los Angeles.

For Rent
FOR RENT Suite furnished Lousokeeping rooms, electric light, bath.
08 Main avenue.
FURNISHED ROOMS, all modern
conveniences. Peter Murphy, 910
Fourth, street
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room la
private family with no children.
Modern conveniences including bath,
electric light and furnace heat. Four
blocks from postofflce. Inquire Op
tic office.

For Sato
FOR SALE 82 head of cattle, crossed Jersey and Durham stock. Call
on or address J. D. Kavanaugh,
South Pacific street, Las Vegas.
FOR SALE A 1 hogs. Come quick
and take your pick. Vacation
Ranch, Ell Caldwell. Mora road.
FOR SALE No. S Blickensderfer
typewriter, cost 35, will sell it for
I2L Three large volumes of the
latest Bible encyclopedia scriptural
dictionary, $17; one new snare
drum, chea at $5. Must sell, as I
im going to leave city. Can be
seen at Murphey's drug store.
FOR SALE Gentle, family driving
and saddle horse, also two seated
buggy and harness. Price right P. O.
P. O. Box 38.

Lost
LOST

East Las Vegas,

y

Uunch of keys with chain at-

tached, between Bridge street and
ti'y hall, on National avenue or
Main street Finder return to Mike
Orth at the brewery.
LOST Pair of gold spectacles, between Presbyterian church and resid-

ence of Jefferson Raynolds. Finder
kindly deliver at First National or
Plaza banks, or phone Main 288.

f

EPWORTH

STOLEN Stolen on Aug. 7th from
Kearney Ranch, Watrous, a bay
r a.--e about 14 hands, branded FzT
t n left h'p, three months' old colt
mith her. Five dollars will be
given for her return, and fifty
dollar' reward for Information
to conviction of thiaf. E.
N. lOarripy,

NOTES

(Contributed.)
The subject of the League devotion
al iservlce Sunday night was "Slight
ed Mercies," capably taken charge of
by Miss Bertha Sundt The attend
ance was fair, considering the weath
er, and a meeting filled with Interest
was recorded.
The 'stereoptlcon lecture "Our Filipino Cousin," which was mistakably
announced for Sunday night, will be
given either next Sunday night or the
Sunday following, pending arrangements which can be made, announcement of which will be made later. This
is an especially interesting number
and the last of the present lecture
course, and should be taken advantage
of by every one.
Rev, Van Valkenburgh's sermon at
the church Sunday night treating on
"The NeW Religion," as advanced by
Dr. Eliot, late of Harvard University,
was a strong treatise on the subject
in which all things against and in
favor of the theories advanced by
this noted educator, were given
thought
Undoubtedly the sermon
was appreciated by the many in attendance, as Dr. Eliot's recent theories on this subject have been given
much notice and comment by the
press all over the country, in late
works.
Plans are consummating for a union
meeting of all the young people's societies next Sunday night, to be led
by Sari Lehmann, formerly a well
known Las Vegas boy who was active
in church circles while here.
More
definite announcement will be made
later of this union meeting.
Joe M. Sundt took time and occa
sion ,to run up from his work on the
Santa Fe, down the line, and attended such services Sunday as his
time afforded.
It is not many days now that differ
ent ones of the young people will be
leaving Las Vegas to take up school
and their vocations in other places. It
is hoped that their places will be filled with new comers, bo that the ranks
will not be thinned out. Strangers
should remember that there is always a warm welcome for them in
league and church circles here in
Las Vegas.

ftm Tre.

A tree known as the rain tree P'llie
eollobium Sam an is found in the dri-s- i
parts of South America. This
grows to the height of 60 feet, and its
leaves have the peculiar property of
t.-t- e

condensing the moisture from the atmosphere. So copious is this condensation that a continual shower falls from
the leaves and branches until the surrounding soil is converted Into a veritable marsh." Places that would otherwise be barren desert are by this
means covered with the most luxuriant
forests
The Art of Being Happy.
"Cheerfulness," says Ruskin, "Is as
natural to the heart of man in strong
health as glow to his cheek, and
wherever there is habitual
gloom
there must, be either bad air, unwholesome food, improperly severe labor or
erring habits of life." If children were
taught that one of the great life dug
side of
ties is to unfold the
their nature, the humorous side, there
would not be so many suicides, so
many unhappy, discordant miserable
people, so many failures in the world.
Success Magazine.
i

fun-lovin-

As a 8teadlly Flowing Current
It seems to me that to be quiet and
to be active, or rather, to be quietly

active, constantly going on with untiring energy, and yet so softly as
scarcely to be perceptible, this seems
to me to be an approach toward perfection. And this lesson we learn
from Nature, which is nnceaslngly and
yet imperceptibly changing. From
the Memoirs of Anne J. Clough.
. A Slangy Bungalow.
It, doesn't take long for current
Slang to find Its way into the names
of summer cottages and bungalows. A
tiny but artistically arranged cottage
for a family to summer In is called
"A Cottage of Some Class," and a neat
plate la mission wood above the leaded
glass door proclaims it to all who pass
or enter.
!

.( Need of Companionship.

Companionship is the one thing in
the world which is absolutely essential to happiness. The human heart
needs fellowship more than anything
else fellowship which is elevated
and enduring, stronger and purer
than itself and centered in that which
death cannot

change.

Henry

,

Van

Dyke.

History Told by Eclipses.
Many eclipses are noticed in the
records of all ages. Astronomers can
determine accurately when eclipses
must have occurred and the eclipse
records are proving valuable to historical students as a means of determining the dates of important events.
What Is Best for Indigestion?

MM

Stolen

LEAGUE

The

just"

N. M.

mm

Mr. A. Robinson of Drumquln, Onta
rio, has been troubled for years with
Indigestion,' and recommends Chamber- -

Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets as
"the best medicine I ever used." If
troubled with indigestion or constipa
tion give them a trial. They are certain to prove beneficial. They are
easy to take and pleasant in effect.
Price, 25 cents. Samples free at all
dealers.
No home is complete without The
Optic. It's a fireside necessity.

'

"But you can sew beautifully, and
cook wonderfully," said the unengaged
girl. "I remember you telling me
what a lovely little housekeeper Burneil thought you."
"Then how about me?" demanded
the girl with the new solitaire, tri
umphantly. "I can't sew a beanbag,
and never cooked a thing in my life.
Tom knows it too, and he said only
last night that I was the worst little
gadabout he ever saw. Really, dear,
your theories won't hold water."
"Didn't you know Tom quite awhile
before he proposed to youT" queried
the unengaged girl, evenly.
"Well er about two years," faltered the girl with the new solitaire,
"but he wasn't in a position to marry
until recently. I am sure, Helen"
"It was due deliberation on his part
dear," affirmed the unengaged girl. "I
only wish I could be as easily satisfied
as you girls are with the sentiment the
average man offers, but my finer feelings simply revolt I feel now I win
never marry because I can't rest content with being the minor part of some
condescending mas's existence. Must
you be going so soon?"
"Wasn't she horrid!" exclaimed the
girl with the new solitaire, when the
front door closed behind them a few
'She is Just as
minutes afterward.
jealous as she can be. I'll tell Tom
every word." Then she turned with'
flushed cheeks and shining eyes to her
friend. "But listen, dear," she said,
almost tragically. "I wouldn't acknowledge it to another soul, but the
truth is that Tom did wait a long time
before he asked me. Perhaps Helen
is right"
"She may be," said the other engaged girl, a scarlet spot showing on
each cheek. "Burneil told me only
last night that it was such a comfort
to him to know he was marrying such
a capable little wife. Why, it's dreadful to think he's so calculating!"
Rather early the next morning the
girl, with the new solitaire dropped
in to see the other engaged girl.
My dear," she cried the minute her
friend entered the room, "I told Tom
every word that Helen said. He just
laughed and told me he would have
asked me the minute he met me, if he
had anything to marry on."
"I told Burneil, too," said the other
"He said
engaged girl, radiantly.
Helen was Just a disturber of the
peace. He said he didn't care if I
couldn't boll water without burning it
as we should have a maid, anyhow.
He doesn't want me to sew at all after
we are married because it might hurt
my eyes."
"Come on," cried the girl with the
new solitaire, vindictively. "Let's go
right over to Helen's and tell her
u
what they said."
, "No," demurred the other engaged
girl,. "I promised Burneil to keep
away from her, as he said she might
tell me some more nonsense that I
would believe." Chicago Daily News.

'

And You WIU Always Have

d

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers
Lovers of horse racing will hare the opportunity of a
lifetime at the
,

29th, Annual New Mexico Fait and
Resources Exposition In
Albuquerque, October 11 to 17.
$6500 is offered in purses, and the prospects are good for
the most imposing array of big stake races ever pulled off in
the south-west.

As Albuquerque this year is on the Fair circuit with Pueblo, El Paso, Dallas, and Phoenix, she will have her pick of
the very fastest thoroughbreds in the South-weto break the
trip from the Colorado Fairs, and the Texas towns and Arizona.
st

The running and harness program will be a little better
than anything ever previously seen on the Albuquerque track.
The latter has been improved and made the best track in
with an enlarged Grand Stand and other addition, which make Traction Park the ideal racing place of the

the

South-wes-

South-wes-

t,

t.

i

The stable room has been doubled and horse men will

have every convenience and accomodation.

Lovers of fast horses will miss something exciting if they
miss the Twenty-nint- h
Fair.
W. G. TIGHT,
President.

JOHN B. McMANUS,
"

Secretary.

'

St
.
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Daily June 1st to Sept 30th, Inc. 1909.

Fare For tno Round Trip,
Pueblo, Colo.
Colorado Springs--- ,
Denver

$11, GO

.$13.70
$16.60

Kansas City, Mo
St, Louis
Chicago,

$31.30
$40.30
....... . $46.30
..

:

III

f

Final return limit October 31st 1909
For information regarding other points,
stops overs, Ect, please enquire at
ticket office.
R. W. HOYT,
...
c
"(
;i Agent.
:

'.

;

.
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A woman likes' to listen to gossip
Don't tell other people what they
because of the pleasure she will de- should do. Do ' what you should do
rive from repeating it.
yourself and let it go at that. .

Twaa a Glorious Victory.
There's rejoicing in Fedora, Tenn. A
man's life has been saved, and now Dr.
King's New Discovery is the talk of
the town for curing C. V. Pepper of
"I could
deadly lung hemorrhages.
not work nor get about," he writes,
"and the doctor did me no good, but
after using Dr. King's New Discovery
three weeks, I feel like a new man,
and can do good work again." For
weak, sore or diseased lungs, coughs
and colds, hemorrhages, hay .fever, la
grippe, asthma or any bronchial affection it stands unrivaled. Price bOc
and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Sold and
guaranteed by all druggists.

Speaking of proposals, with the
summer
girl it's present company alWhat He Said to the Editor.
ways accepted.
A western editor has received the
following letter:
"Please send me a few copies of the Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Never Known
paper which had the obituary and
to Fail.
verses about the death of my child a
week or so ago. Also, publish the in
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
closed clipping about my niece's mar Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy since
riage. And I wish you would mention it was first introduced to the
in
la your local columns, If it don't cost 1872, and have never found public
one inof
a
bull
I
have
that
couple
anything,
stance where a cure was not speedily
calves to sell. Send me a couple of effected
its use. I have been a comextra copies of the paper this week. mercial by
traveler for
years,
As my subscription is out please stop and never start on a eighteen
trip without this,
to
too
hard
are
Times
my paper.
my faithful friend," says H. S. Nichols
waste money on a newspaper."
of Oakland, Ind. Ter. For sale by all
Cleveland Leader.
dealers.

Cured Hay Fever and Summer Cold
A. S. Nusbaum BatesvJUe, Indiana,

writes: "Last year I suffered for
three months with a summer cold so
distressing that it interfered with my
business. I had many of the symptoms of hay fever, and a doctor's pre
scription did not reach my case, and
I took several medicines which seemed only to aggravate it Fortunately I
insisted upon having Foley's Honey
ana Tar. it quietly cured me. My
Wife has Since used Fnlnv'n TTnnev anil
Tar with the same success." O. O.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
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The appeals made through the cot

umns of The Optic for money to aid
Capt. W'lllson, the Salvation army of
ficer and his wife, who are in dire
need as a result of the protracted Ill
ness of the captain, have been gener
ously responded to by a charitable
public, and it is believed that within
will be raised to accomplish

the de

In Human Nature That Wat
Taught by the First Sleeping Car.

Sound business was back of the
introduction of the seemingly extravagant Pullman car about 50' years ago.
The first sleeper, the "Pioneer,"
caused a tremendous sensation, says
C. F. Carter, in his book, "When Rail-roawere New." All agreed that
traveling in such cars would be de
lightful, but the verdict was equally
unanimous that they were a commercial impossibility. Why, men would
go to bed with their muddy boota on;
they would spit on the carpet and
upholstery; they would mar the beau
tifully finished cabinetwork, and oh,
well, it could not be done.
Railroad men and personal friends
redoubled their efforts to dissuade
Mr. Pullman from Inviting ruin. To
all these objections he made one comprehensive answer, which he had occasion to repeat many timea in the
course of his Ufa:
"I have alwaya held that people are
vary greatly influenced by physical
Take the roughest
surroundings.
man whose lines have alwaya brought
him into the coarsest and poorest sur
roundings, and bring him into a room
elegantly carpeted and furnished, and
the effect en his bearing is pronounced and immediate.
"I am not at all afraid people will
go to bed with their boota on. I am
convinced that if I devote all my energies to providing handsome cars,
the financial returns will take car
of themselves.."
The sequel baa ahown pretty clearly
that he was right Youth's Company
ion.

sired object, that of (Securing the re
moval of Capt. Willson and his wife
to Fort Collins, Colo., where th alti
is lower, and where, local physictude
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
ians 8ay, the change of climate may
save the stricken man's life, if not
aid In his ultimate recovery. '
PHYSICIANS.
CZAPMAN LODGE) NO. t. A F.
A.
Speaking of the voluntary subscrip
II
Regular
OR. E. L. HAMMOND
tions
made to aid the needy couple, a
first and
well known charitable worker stated
DENTIST
la
third Thmsdaya
Both to an Optic representative today that
each month. Visit Suite 4, Crockett Building.
the prompt action on the part of loat
residence.
office
and
phoneg
U brothers cordial
cal citizens and business men was
indeed
commendable.
Those who
ly invited. Geo. H. Kinkel, Vf.
DR. G. L. JENKINS
Cans. H. Syorlcdet, Secretary.
have subscribed should feel repaid Fy
the fact that Capt Willson and Lm.
DENTI8T
NO. 3.
wife are deeply thankful for the aid
CAB VEGAS COMMANDER
extended and will never forget lo
x Knight Templar. Regular
Over Hedgcock'a Shoe Store
the praises of Las Vegas and
second Tuesday ta
sing
eonclave
T
Phone Vega 79
Its people wherever they may go.
each monta at Masonic
Those personal effects of the capempi, 7:30 p. m. Joha 8. Clark,
F. R. LORD, DENTIST
tain
which he is advertising for sale,
Recorder.
f. C, Ciiariee Tunis,
have been placed in Murphey'g drig
M.
Dr.
P.
to
Williams)
(Successor
store, where anyone desirous of buy
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROT Office
Pioneer Building, over Graad ing all or a part of them, may look
Regular
,al Arch Masons.
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone at the articles. The management of
convocation lrst afoaaayfn
Main 57.
the drug store generously donated the
each month fit' Masonic
use of one of the show windows for
R.
M.
n.
m.
Temole. 7:30
the
display of these articles.
ATTORNEYS.
LITERATURE IN FORGE ROOM.
4
Williams. H. P- - .'has. H,
Rev. Van Valkenburgh or A H. Harwyorleder, Secretary.
ris are ready at all time to call for Commissioner of Education Finda
GEORGE H. HUNKER
a
donations or receive the same. They
Law
Blacksmith Wfco Read Virgil In
at
Attorney
1
NO.
LODGE
EL DORADO
can be seen in person or reached by
Odd Moments.
Office: Veeder Block, Las Vega. New telephone.
'
of
Pythias
, Knight
Mexico.
An Interesting sidelight on the kind
meet every Monday
of men who attend the classes of the
Castle
in
evening
SON OF SHERIFF IS
- HU. VUlting Knights
city evening technical schools was givGEORGE E. MORRISON
invited.
. are cordially
en by a commissioner of the New
I. P. HAVENS.
York
board of education, in a recent
BANDIT
FOR
ARRESTED
Chanoellor Command- Civil Engineer and Surveyor
address to young men.
"I visited the forge room," said he.
"'ll, BERN HARD,
Wheeler Bldg. E. Las Vegas
Trinidad, 'Colo., Aug. 17. Charged "where a class of 25 young black
Keeper of Record and Office:
with being members of the gang of smiths were shaping and welding vaSeal.
bandits which attempted to steal $18; rious models of iron bars and Iron
blades. It was an inspiring scene. No
KING FlCKS BRIDE
n
000, the payroll of the
3ALBT LODGE, NO. 77, FRATERman, however indolent or indifferent
Fuel company, while it was be- to the world's
OF AMERICA
NAL UNION
ork, could have looked
FOB DUKE
D'ApZZl ing taken from this city to Grey on without having
his ambitions reMets first and third Wednesday of
creek last Saturday, Squeck Kreeger, vived. The glowing metal yielded to
each month at Fraternal BrotherRome, Aug. 17. The Duko d'Abruz-z- i a son of Undersherfff Louis Kreeger, the hammer blows of these youthful
hood hall. Chas. Trambley, F. M.;
will never marry Miss Katherlne of this county, and Charles Arelano artisans, because interest in their
C.
Secretary.
Bertha
Thornhill,
work and a desire to become producElklps, the American girl to whom he were placed under arrest here yester- ers directed their bare and brawny
members cordially Invited.
was reported engaged. This fact may day.
arms. I walked about unnoticed.
BEBEKAH LODGE, L O. O. F.. be stated positively, if court reports 3 Kreeger- was taken at his home at They felt no interest in commissiono'clock yesterday morning, and ers of education. At one of the anvils
are already
meets second and fourth Thursday are to be believed. Plans
was arrested later In the day. I noticed a particularly fine, well-buiArelano
of
two
of
for
under
the
uniting
way'
evenings of each month at the I.
Both
are
believed to have conspired young fellow. He was wholly absorbed
' '
mar
O. Or F. halL Miss Bertha Beckw, the royal houses of Europe by
Leandro
with
Martinez, who was cap in bis work, bo when I picked up the
be
will
a
and
duke
the
party
riage
N. G.; Mrs. Deira Pep ard, V. G.;
tured
the fight between book he had partly hidden under his
after
shortly
to this coalition. Plans have gone
Mrs. j. F. Dailey, Secretary; Adecap on his tool bench it did not at
guard and the bandits.
forward under the personal supervis- the
tract his attention. What book do you
'
line Smith, Treasurer.
The
shadowsheriffs
are
deputies
ion of King" Victor Emmanuel of Italy
think it was? Oh, no, not a treatise
a ing others who are believed to have on tool work in iron, that would hava
SECOND AND for the marriage of the duko to
. P, O. E. MEETS
of Rus been concerned In the plot to get the been fine. It was something even fin
each princess' of the royal house
fourth Tuesday
evenings
money. The oufcome of the affair Is er than that The book was a copy
sia.
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
expected to rid this section of one of Virgil's "Denial" and the margin
circles
court
in
It
today
developed
brothers are cordially invited. W.
of
the boldest and most desperate notes on its pages showed that he was
has
the
not
that the royal match
only
as ambitious to acquire a taste for
M. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W. Con-tosanction of King Victor, but that he gangs of road agents that has ever good literature as for the possession
secretary.
of technical skill."
virtually promoted the match. The operated in the southwest
Kreeger,. with Martinez, is now
details, will be arranged when the
ASTERN STAR. REGULAR
on the'eharge of having
fourth king and czar meet on the latter' awaiting trial
Iron Used In Earliest Times.
and
second
made a murderous assault upon Night
visit.coming
month.
each
of
How
long bas the human race had
evenings
Thursday
A court attache has given out Captain Wllkerson of the local police iron? It is impossible to be precise
All visiting brothers and sisters are
force.
'
in the matter. All that we know is
Invited.' Mrs. Sarah" A. the information that the duke has
Rafael Martinez, one of the guards that iron has been known to men for
India,-wherhe
from
recalled
been
Ida
Mrs.
Chaffin, worthy matron;
In the time of
has been exploring in the Himalayas, who was shot from his horse b the a very long time.
geellnger, secretary.
and may help welcome the czar of robbers, is improving at a local hos- the Assyrians it was extensively used.
iron saws, knives and other tools havcomes to visit pital.
O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Russia when the latter
ing, been found by Layard at Nineveh.
of Italy.
4. meets every Monday evening at the king
Homer refers to the forging of iron,
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY.
Cablegrams bear out this aswhile the hardening and tempering
their hall in Sixth street All visitMothers who value their own com- of steel appear to have been operasertion. Even now, according to inating brethren cordially invited to
duke fort and the welfare of their children tions in common use among the early
formation
the
from
the
Orient,
E
N.
G;
tend. C W. McAllister,
is hastening to Bombay, where he will should never .be without a box of Greeks. The employment of a kind
Comstnck. V. G.; R. 0. William,
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for of bellows for, the forging of tools,
take a steamer for Italy.
of iron, figures in Egypsecretary ; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
at
Court
circles
the
Children, for use throughout the sea- presumably
are
surprised
of 1500 B. C. Cast iron
C. V, Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
tian
sculpture
king's insistence that the duke shall son. They break up colds, cure
to have been discovered' about
appears
NO. ally himself with the Russian royal
constipation, teething disor- 350 B. C. Through the agency of
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
house.
had
sup- ders, headache and stomach troubles. the Romans the manufacture of iron
been
It
generally
at
102. meets every Friday night
that King Victor was not di- These powders never fail. Sold by was introduced all over the then
their hall In the Schmidt building posed
all drug stores, 25c. Don't accept known world and into those regions
to the Abruzzl-Elkin- s
rectly
opposed
wast of Fountain Square, at eight
match.
substitute. A trial package will where It had not been previously
any
corare
o'clock.
Visiting members
Friends
are
to
said
of
duke
he
the
be
sent
free to any mother who will known.
dially welcome. Jas. N. Cook, pres- very much
pleased at the proposed address Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy.
ident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
Care of Food In Summer.
matrimonial alliance, even aside from N. Y.
some
states the law requires
In
the interest displayed in It by the
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNeaten without peeling
in
foods
dealers
The reason a woman can believe
meets second and king.
CIL - No. 804,
to
them under glass
or
keep
cooking
An Italian woman of title, a mem- scandal about other people is she
covers. The same care should be tafourth Thursday, O. R C. hall. Pion- ber of a
old
who
Italian
very
family,
doesn't see how they can believe it ken to keep the covers on the sugar
eer bldg.
Visiting members are has the ear of the
king in such af- about her.
bowls and over the jelly glasses and
R.
W.
Invited.
Tipton,
cordially
declares that the plans for
fairs,
all kinds of home prepared food. ChilO. K.; E. P. Mackel. F. S.
the marriage have been going fordren and even adults are prone to forBaby Morphine Fiends
ward for some time. The czar Is are made by all soothing syrups and get and leave the covers off, especialIn the country. Each dish should
9. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD also said to look with high favor on
baby medicines that contain opium ly
at
a fitted cover and whenever this
each
have
month,
evenings
Tueday
the match as one means of strengthnd naroctlcs. McGee
Baby El'xir
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visit- ening Italy's friendship with that na- contains no injurious oi narcotb a rugs becomes broken or defective as a dust
should be dis-e
of ary kind. A sure and safe cure and insect excluder it
cordially invited. tion. "
ing brothers pdessert or
When
carded.
any
cooling
for
and
bowels
disordered
C.
stomachs,
Jno Thornhill. president; E.
Miss Elklns and her mother are at
fretfulness Bplendid for teething in- other dish which is to be eaten cold, a
Ward. Secretary.
a summer resort in Hesse.
(
fants. Sold by Center Block Depot clean meal sieve turned over it and a
Drug Co.
couple of thicknesses of cheesecloth
over that makes a very serviceSDMEN MEET IN FRATERNAL
put
PILES! PILES! PILES!
Brotherhood ball every second and
Some men are so unlucky in money able dust and Insect protector. The
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment wit'
matters that if they married a rich Housekeeper.
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth
- mre Blind. Bleedng and Itching Piles,
welbrothers
Wife they would have to support her.
always
ran. .Visiting
'
Samson's Cure.
David tt. absorbs the tumors, allays itching
come' . to the wigwam.
asn
st once, acts
give
old gentleman was telling
poultice.A
H.
Davis,
kindly
Walte
No matter how long you have
Flint, sachem;
Instant relief. Williams' Indian Pile
some lads the story of Samson. "He
will
hief of record and collector i of
Foley's Kidney Remedy
help was
Ointment Is prepared tor Piles and
strong," said the speaker in sumwampum.
you. , Mrs. S. L. Bowen. of Wayne. W.
of
up, "became weak and again reming
the
itching
private parts. Sold by Vs., writes: "I was a sufferer from
gained bis strength, which enabled
B. ROSENWALD Lodge No. 645, I. druggists, mail 50c and $1.00,
Wit
kidney disease, so that at times I could him to
his enemies. Now,
0. B. B. Meeta every first Wednes lams' Mfg Co., Props., "leveland not get out of bed, and whan I did, I boys, if destroy
I had an enemy what would
'
took Follay of the month in the vestry O. For sale by Center h.ock Urua could not stand straightOne Idollar
you advise me to do?"
bot-'l- e
ey's Kidney Remedy.
room of Temple Monteflore, Doug- Co.
A little boy considered the secret ol
socontl
roe
cured
part jt tie
las avenue and Ninth street Visit-laIt will euro you. O. U. that great ancient's strength, and his
ertirely"
It's simply wonderful the way it In- Schaefer and Red Ctom Drug Co.
brc'hers are cordially invited.
hand went up.
Chas Greenelay, preslesst; Rash! 3. creases a baby's yelljng power for it
"Get a bottle oi hair restorer," he
exclaimed.
to belong to somebody else.
1. Raisin, eeeretary.
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The door of the architect's sitting-rooopened abruptly.
Freddy 'entered and heaved a mighty sigh.
Russell, whose suite of rooms ad
joined Freddy Lord's, was sitting at
a big desk-tablin shirt sleeves, pipe
upside down between bis teeth, green
shade over his eyes, poring over the
design for a music hall or a lunatic
asylum it looked like either.
"Well, old man," he said cheerfully,
without loklng up, "back so soon?
How did you

hit it

off?"

Receiving no reply, be raised his
head to see his friend huddled in a
chair, chin sunk on breast, the picture
of abject mleery.
"Good heavens, man!" he ejaculated, right-linpen suspended above
the drawing board, "she refused you!"
"No, she didn't!" retorted Freddy.
Russell rose to his feet
"She accepted him! An engaged
man with that face on him! This is
blips, what could be blisterf he said.
"I'm not an engaged man!" snapped
Freddy.
"Not engaged, and not refused.
Well, would you mind telling me
what you are, then?"
"What am IV repeated Freddy. Tn
a dolt, a craven, a a Jackass!"
Russell resumed his seat looking
relieved.
"Oh, 1 see," he said, "you flunked
I thought you would."
"Confound you, Tom Russell, what
do you mean by that?" demanded
Lord, angrily.
"Well, you see, old man, yon started
out with a too
air."
"Well, try it yourself once."
"Not I. I wouldn't do that for pay!
Still, If I was going to propose to a
girl, I should not depend on an inspiration. I should decide before-hanwhat I wanted to say, and then say
It," remarked Russell, calmly.
"Suffering saints!" said Freddy,
pacing about the. room, "why didn't
you unload all this advice before I
went and made an ass of myself? Now,
old fellow, tell me straight if you
were going to propose to a girl, what
would you say to her?" he asked, lighting a cigarette.
,
"Say? Oh, that's dead easy, rd
say: 'Now, see here ' what's her
name?"
"Mary Alice," replied Freddy, a lite

tle

Bheeplshly.

"Yes, records. Mankey blank records and you make tracks, too!"
Freddy seized bis hat and made a
dive for the door.
"Get a dozen records!" yelled Russell after the departing man; "you'll-neeevery one of 'em,"
In ten minutes Lord was back again,
;
breathless and enthusiastic.
In less than no time a blank record
was in place, and Russell stood, ready
to set it in motion.
"All ready, old man," he said;
stand up near and smile at the lady
now begin."
Suddenly all Freddy's eagerness, en
thusiasm and
forsook
him. His jaw dropped and be gased
at his friend helplessly.
Good heavens, Tom!" he cried.blankly, "what shall I say?"
"Say? Well," I'll be hamstrungl
Have I got to propose for you?"
Freddy flew mad.
,
"No, you haven't" he rapped ont;(
and if you'll just leave me to myself:
a few minutes I'll do my own propos-- J
lng!"
Left alone, young Lord approached
the phonograph with a return of all
his
He reached for
the lever and opened his mouth. It
stayed open.
Jehosephat!" he exclaimed, at last
His cuffs came ripping off. Then he
lighted a cigar and, flopping down in
a chair, gave himself up to medita
-

tion.

An hour later the door of Russell's
room opened and Freddy entered, subdued and chaste&ed in
Bitting

spirit

Tom was again

at his

drawing-boar-

d.

"How many Of those records did yon
poll?" he demanded.
Lord tank dejectedly into a chair.
he answered faintly.
Russell snorted.
"That tenth record was a peach."
continued Freddy, disconsolately. "1
was getting on fine with it when the
thing went wrong somehow, and and
I a wore at it! Then 1 gave it up."
"I could have told you at the very
first that you'd have to write it out
and read it into the machine," comforted Tom.
Freddy seized a pencil and drew
the tablet toward him. He chewed the
lead a moment and then flung the pen"T-ten-

'

cil down.
"Oh, come, now," he said, stubbornly, "I can't write things never wrote
a letter in my life, not even to my
mother. Always sent telegrams, don't
you know!"
"It's taken a long time to reach ho
point but I' knew it would come to '

this," said Russell desperately. Then
he commenced writing.
He covered several paces with the
bold, angular writing of a draughts
man and tossed them across to Frederick.
The young man read it through
carefully, with knitted brows, then
raised his head.
"It sounds wooden!" he complained.
Russell stared a moment
"It's that or nothing," he remarked
curtly.
"Well, you don't need to be nasty
about it," said Freddy, looking hurt.

"Well, I should say; 'Now, see here,
Mary Alice, of course I don't pretend
to have a line on your feelings, and
rm not a descendant of Croesus, nor
yet of old Midaa, but how would you
like to share my check book?' Now,
that would fetch her, wouldn't it?" he
finished triumphantly.
'Fetch Mary Alice? Gad, but you're
Innocent! Fetch Mary Alice with
that! Why, she'd say: 'Down, Bruno,
down on your knees and beg for it!
and down you'd go, too!"
"Fudge!" responded Russell.
The following afternoon Frederick
"I tell you, man, girls have to be Lord presented himself at the home of
Miss McAlden at five o'clock, the
made love to, and wall, I thought
could do it; but every time I swung blood pounding in his ears and ' his
the conversation around that way, she heart doing stunts inside him.
would turn those big eyes on me, and
He had previously sent the precious
my heart just did things. I didn't record by messenger, with a note
Snow whether I was whitewashing a stating that he was sending her a new,
ton of coal or rolling a peanut down Shubert record, never heard in pub
hill backwards."
lic, and requesting her to gratify sj
"Well, you can laugh," stormed whim of his by going to the musio
Lord, rising and easting his cigarette room Uoce and listening to the record
from him. "Jerusalem !" he went on, quite by herself. He would call at
"at college, they teach a man every- five o'clock to ask her opinion of it
The maid ushered him into the li
thing but the one thing he ought to
know."
brary, where he found a slender, dark- "I suppose you wouldn't propose by eyed girl curled up in a big easy chair,
letter?" Russell interrogated, after a gazing dreamingly into the open fire.
time.
She rose quickly as he came toward
"No, I wouldn't That's the last re- her, and waited, looking very shy and
sort of a coward, growled Freddy.
adorable, until he reached her side. "
"You couldn't manage it over the
They looked at each other a mo
ment.
'phone?"
"Over the 'phonal You must be
Did did you mean it, yon bold
daffy!"
man?" she whispered, coyly, after a"
"Then" Russell commenced, and a time.
long pause followed. After a time, he
Freddy's head commenced to swell.
announced triumphantly:
"Then I
"Mean it!" he repeated proudly. '
have an Idea!"
Am I a man to do a thing of this sort
"I don't believe it!" Freddy flung at for a a joke?"
him politely.
Five.minutes later Mary Alice lifted
"Well, you don't have to. Anyhow, her head from the broad, manly bosom
you said girls wanted a lot of
of the
Mr. Lord.
buslhess?"
"How did you ever happen to think
"I should think yes! Jove, Tom, they of it?" she said,
with the flower
like it as a kitten loves a warm brick In hii button-hole- . toying
"I always knew
in the winter time," informed Freddy. you were dreadfully clever," she con"And you can't aay the words to her tinued, gazing
upward with fond, .
face?"
eyes; "but I never dreamed you
proud
"No, I can't"
had such acuteness, such such originRussell looked hla suffering chum ality, Frederick. Oh, I think it
was
over critically.
the sweetest proposal a girl ever reMiss
McAlden
haa a phono- ceived!"
"Well,
graph, has she not?"
Freddy threw his chest out
"Yes; but what of it?"
"Yes," he boasted shamelessly: "it
"Now," said. Russell, "if you are was an
tew and original Idea
serious about this proposal, you do ex- for a entirely I'm
proposal
going to have it
as
I
tell you, follow all my in- patented!"
actly
structions, and
night at
this time you will be an engaged
Much Owed to Lord Kelvin.
man!"
It is perhaps not generally known
Freddy gasped. "Are aren't we that the success of the Atlantic cable
taking quite a lot for granted?" he was due to the calculations and exasked.
periments of the late Lord Kelvin, at
"Not a bit of
a sure go. HeTe that time plain William Thomas. Ho
it is in a nutshell: propose by phono discovered that the current through
a long cable would arrive gradually at
.
graph."
"But but how?"
the receiving end, and deviged the
"How? Have I got to tell you how?' apparatus which rendered it possible
"Yes, confound it, you have. Why. to utilize such a current for making
I never heard of such a thing!"
the Morse signals. It was through dis"Never heard of such a thing? Oi regard of his theoretical predictions
course, you haven't! That's a bran, that the first Atlantic cable, in 1558,
span new idea all my own, and I'm was ruined by too powerful currents.
going to have It patented. But, sea Without his mirror galvanometer to
here, we've got to hurry up. What translate into visible signals the delitime Is it?
Well, you cate impulses received through the
hustle around the corner as fast as you cable, the enterprise would have beu
,
can and get some records."
complete failure. Youth's Cc:a- "Records?" echoed Freddy.
; panioa.
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'
in ihe Way of

.

t

t'

i

(

We Like Satisfied Customer.

Ranges

&wMoLjetic

SEE US ON

.

"

j

he opening of the city schools
on the first Monday m uie approatu-iv- g

mi

,The Store of

IKE DAVIS

T.

from

Wh-- r

...

cream

yonr

Closing Out
Al

at Cost

Ao opportunity in the hottest weather to buy
Refrigerator cheap.

...

.

de Flour
-

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

Las Vegas Roller Mills
131.

If you want to know whether you are

des-

tined to be a success or failure financially,
you can easily find out.

Cxn You Save Money?
If you can persistently lay aside a certain

,

portion of your savings each week or month, '
there is no doubt about you being a success
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

'

The First National Bank
US VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.
CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
OF

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
. E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Ass

Cashier.

t Cashier.

MONEY SAVED
Od Domestic Coal. Best Screened Baton Egg, $475
per ton just what you want for cooking,

o

H. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,
DEALERS IN

ALFALFA. HAY and OKA IN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

best Meat

Louie Rudulph is now employed in
the A sua Pura office in place of Ed
bride and groom
A prospective
ward Delgado, who has accepted a po have been in the city today purchas
sition with Stern & Nahm on Bridge ing their wedding outfits. They are
street.''
M. Lara, a farmer and stockralser of
the Ocate neighborhood in Mora coun
E.
Robert.
late
of
the
funeral
ty and Miss Josephine Valdez, of Mo
The
Bickley. who, died in this city Satur ra, a daughter, of Alberto Valdez, the
Is
day evening, will be held tomorrow county clerk at Mora. The latter
afternoon at 3 o'clock from the chapel accompanied by her mother. The
of J. C. Johnsen & Son, burial being nuptial knot will be tied Thursday,
in Odd Fellows' cemetery. The Odd August. 26th.
of the
moiinwa will have charge
There was Installation of officers
funeral, and all members of the local
lodge are requested to be present at by the Degree of Pocahontas last
evening as follows: Hannah Lowe,
the funeral In a body.
prophetess:. Bertha Thornhlll Poca
Elizabeth Mackel, Winona;
authori
hontas;
the
Complaint Is made to
Florence
Powhatan;
ties that persons owning automobiles James Lowe,
Lowe
Carrie
of
chief
records;
Mair,
without
are running them at night
A social dance
of
wampum.
is
keeper
sug
of
It
the precaution
lights.
order next Mon
gested that both town and city coun will be given by this
Brotherhood
Fraternal
at
day
night
ordinances
should
cils
prohibit
pass
hall
of
on
the
carelessness
such
part
Ing
drivers, whose thought seems to be
for themselves only in some in NEW MEXICO MUSEUM
REGENTS HOLD MEETING
stances.
The board of trustees of the Old
at
New Mexico Museum
At a meeting of the city school Palace and
on
the
held
their
Santa
meeting
Fe,
A.
board last evening, Capt. John
Dwellers on
Ross submitted a lenghty report on Puye among the Cliff
routine busi
transacted
and
Improvements that had been made in Saturday
ness.
excavations
The
being made
ave
both the high school and Douglas
burial
discovered
of
the
recently
nue buildings during the vacation
were
Dr.
L.
mound
Hewett,
Edgar
by
months.
Among other things, the
Insiipptpd ns well n the work of the
oil
been
have
floors of both buildings
artist who Is making the preliminary
ed and everything put in readiness
sketches that will decorate the walls
Territorial Secof the Old Palace.
retary N. Jaffa presided, and the
other members present were Judge
John R. McFle, Charles F. Lummis
of Los Angeles; Dr. Corwin of Pueblo;
vile-Tea- m
Hon. Charles Springer of Las Vegas.

20

la
Foot Main

Phone Main 21

Ht

Tin

The

Laundry

it to suit thetasteof

"all.1,

VJaiGlmr'Q,
made from Concord grapes.

d,f
JrtUUUijr-

-

v.

fci-v- .

made from the cboicesVCalifornia grapes and guarant
teed under pure food law by Calwa Products
Co. of San Francisco-

35.00

.,

questionable value. Borax,
the best aid to cleansing
known, has not one single
drawback that has ever been
Ttn Fntir- notice. It
UlUUUl
quiekly fenders itself to all
who use it.

It Makes Quick Washing

Li

i,--

"rczzrs, C!zro criC.rra

I.1STE1IS
Grocer.

go to

Boys both cross and crabed.
Mother couldn't think,

Papen's

when a thought came whirling,
Away down in her head, :

"I'Uput "Blue Valley" Butter

PAPER,

On some

.

"Whole Wheat
Bread."

Bought Only at

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Phone 144 and 145
FURNISHINGS
CAPITOL AND MANSION

VALUABLE
IN

Boucher's
"THE COFFEE MAN"

Appraiser E. C. Burke, of Santa
l
Fe, has completed the Inventory of
All Aboard for
the capltol and executive mansioa
Carriage goes out Saturday mora
furnishings. The furnishings in the ine returns following Friday. LlkTt
capitol are valued at $15,366.70 and orders at Murphey's or H, O. Brown '
those in the executive mansion at
Trading Co s.
$9,223.09. a total of $24,589.79. A few
items to be added will bring the to
Finch's Goldea Wedding Rye, aged
tal to above $25,000.
in the wood. Direct from distillery io
you. At the Lobby, of coune.
Annual Meeting
The annual meeting of the stock
The best draft beer In the city. At
holders of the Las Vegas Improvement company will be held Thursday, The Lobby, of course.
August 19th 1909, 3 o'clock p. m., at
Optic want ads bring results. Try
the office of the company . la the
one.
on
office
association's
Aetna Building
the Plaza.
Straight Guggenheim rye served
R. B. SCHOONMAKER, Secretary.
over the bar at the Antlers.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon "
t the Opora bar. Served from bar Pabst's draught beer on Up osly at
Opera bar.'
rels on the bar.
Hai-ves-

A

JDAHIIAS

FINE ASSORTMENT

OF THE

REST

i

KINDS AND COLORS,

CUT

WITH LONG STEMS

at 50 Cts Per Dozen

Foit

Greenhouses
Las
Vegas
S4.50 PERRY ONION, Prop. Phone Main 276

We will rctfsem th

unused coupons sny
Unto you wish.

A ICE
THE
r HYGEI
FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER

'

f

Our msthadm, Bp' MADE

pllancca end supplies
ere the best known.

he plees- cd to servo you SiyWo would

'

r'

Mother had a washing
Couldn't put it off.

Purchase' Coupon Books of us
t,,.:l:.

--

City

AVED

that Jarcsimply astonishing.
1U

Tomy had a headache,
Jimmy had a cough,

.

to womankind. Irhas a combination of valuable qualities

USe

in the

III I

PER CEWT

For laundry use, Borax is
the greatest boon ever offered

GRAPE JU1 CE

V

'

Phone Main 85

Try It

For Ihe

Ing.

Borax

Get Our Prices before buying.

Bridge Street.

A thoroughbred Shepherd dog beYesterday afternoon, Luis Oarcia
longing to H. E. Gilluley was run oevr was bound over to await the action of
with an automobile by a careless the 'grand Jury of San Miguel county,
driver yesterday and Instantly killed. and held in the sum of $1,500 bail, In
default of which he is now reposing in
My bIx room house for sale or rent. the county Jail. Garcia is charged
Household furniture will be sold this with assault with intent to kill one
week. Call 717 Eighth street. Mrs. Maes, and was arrested
by Deputy
B. C. Cheatham.
Sheriff Enrique Sena yesterday morn

D. W. CONDON

We have

623 Douglas Avenue.

Manuel Henrlquez and Lawrence I
The appearance of a Wells-FargA. Ilfeld have taken out general bunt- shipping truck this morning presenting licenses, and Francis Young a ed the looks of s circus van, for piled
bird license.
upon it were three crates containing
three brown lambs, valued at 150,
First class boarding house opened. and also a box in which reposed a
Completely furnished room for. rent. large grey wolf. These animals were
Good meals, clean place. Reasonable consigned for delivery In different Inrates. 1112 Douglas avenue.
diana and Illinois points.

Free from Slate or Slack

on

J. C. Johnsen (Si Son

'

A Simple Test

Ketngerators

T.

Des-Marai-

Use Our

SuocemtOf to HENRY LEVY, Sixth Street.

Phono Main 107

A district school will likely soon
Te started on the mesa for the accom
modation of the children of farmers
The Crystal theater will change and stockraisers residing Immediateprogram every Wednesday, Friday ly east of the city. Dr. M. F.
and Sunday.
county school superintendent,
and George A. Fleming will drive to
Get the beat at Nolette's 'barber the country tomorrow with this end
In view.
shop. "

Order
Turner.

Phone

(

BRANDS CALICO, 16 YARDS FOR $1.00

jjfor

August 16, 1909.' 1
Temperature Maximum; 87;; minimum
......
The hearing In live case m ss. en
DO; range 37; mean 68.5. j.,,.
in
court
of
Forecast Local ehowers tonight cr :;va. Lefevre, for contempt
not
was
land
of
given
that possession
Wednesday.
N
as ordered, was to have come up before Chief Justice W. J. Mills in
. LOCAL NEWS
chambers this' morning. However,
the case was in course of adjustment
Regular monthly dance at the Com- between the parties and It went over
mercial club next Thursday eveniDg. to await the outcome.

AT

.

Early Fall Underwear,
New Fall Dress Gingham,
New Fall Percales.
New Fall Dress Skirts!

Phone Malu 37

WEATHER REPORT

a Pound

STORE

GOODS

DRY

EXCLUSIVE

VEGAS

LAS

Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld,

with the core removed before
preparation of the fruit
for preserving.

,

17, 1909

is not like sellling NAILS. The consumer does not buy, and
a
bnyaBin, and repeat bis order from time to time. He buy
"Steel Kange," and that settles it for g(xid many years If it as
an inferior niaKe, he has a long time to grntnble. If it is -"Majestic Range" he will be a satisiled customer for lifeUtn,

"

IWIiolc Evaporated Apple

Only 15 Cents

AUGUST

TUESDAY,

Steel Ranges

scinag
1

DAILY OPTIC.

-

'

Las

2, 000

i.ooo
"

200
50

PRICES

lbs or more each delivery
-to 2,000 ibs.
"
to 1.000. lbs. "
"
to 200 lbs. V

Less than 50

lbs.-

-

M

V

CRYSTAL ICE CO.,

MAIN 81

Vcps Steam

'

teilry

Phone

-

:

20c per
30c
40c
50c
75c

hundred
4;

McGuire & Webb

Main 227

